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The complexity of the tasks facing the Council means that Council 
working  methods  need  to  be  redefined  regularly.  In  order  to 
facilitate  the  work of the  Presidency  and  of the  delegations,  the 
Council introduced systematic planning of meetings from the end 
of 1988 and  initiated publication by  the  General  Secretariat of a 
Presidency  Vade-mecum.  The entry  into force  of the  Treaty on 
European Union made the organization of proceedings even more 
complex:  consequently,  the  Council  instructed  the 
Secretary-General  to  draw  up  a  genuine  handbook  covering  all 
Council activities. 
This  first edition of the  new  Council  Guide presented  by  the  General  Secretariat was  compiled 
under its sole responsibility; it has  no legal force and is an internal document intended solely as an 
aid for the  Presidency and Member State delegations. 
The  Guide  covers  the  whole  range  of Council  activities.  It consists  of three  sections,  each 
published separately.  The first section - the Presidency Handbook - continues the operation begun 
with the Presidency  Vade-mecum  and sets out in  a practical context the arrangements concerning 
the  preparation  and  running  of a Presidency.  The  second  section consists  of Comments  on  the 
Council's Rules of  Procedure, reflecting the current interpretation of that text in practice.  The third 
section - the Delegates' Handbook - contains practical information on the  planning and running 
of meetings,  the  internal  organization  of the  General  Secretariat  and  the  services  provided  for 
delegates. 
My wish, in making this first version of the Council Guide available to  those involved in the work 
of our Institution, has been to satisfy the request voiced by the Council and to contribute towards 
efforts to  ensure  information and  transparency.  Any  suggestions  concerning the  content of this 
Guide will be  welcome. 
The Secretary-General 
Jiirgen TRUMPF 
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Comments on the Council's 
Rules of Procedure 
/·- -;).. INTRODUCTION 
The Council's Rules  of Procedure are  an  essential  instrument in the  operation of the  institution. 
Within the framework established by the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty establishing the 
European Communities,  the  Rules  of Procedure  lay  down  a series  of provisions governing  the 
Council's proceedings.  These comments on the Rules of Procedure (which are not intended to be 
exhaustive or to state the legal position but rather to reflect the current interpretation of the text in 
practice) have been divided into five  major chapters: 
1.  The Council's proceedings 
2.  Council decision-making 
3.  Council acts and  their form 
4.  Structure of the  Council 
5.  Other provisions. 
The  twenty-six Articles  of the  Rules of Procedure have  been grouped together by  subject under 
these five major chapters.  The Council's Rules of Procedure and other reference texts are annexed. 
-3-'-4-Chapter I -The Council's proceedings 
1.  Convening and places of work (Article 1 CRP) 
As  in Article 147  TEC, Article 1(1) CRP provides that the  Council meets when convened by  its 
President on his own initiative or at the  request  of one of its  members or of the Commission.  If 
a delegation or the Commission requests that the  Council be convened, the President is obliged to 
do so.  The President may, however, exercise some discretion in selecting the date; in making this 
choice, he must take account in particular, in addition to his colleagues' opinions, of: 
- the  deadlines imposed by  the Rules of Procedure (Article 2(1) CRP); 
- the  fact that the Council may be legally obliged to  meet or to act before a set date (e.g. in the 
case provided for in Article J.8(4) TEU or where the  Council  is obliged to state a position on 
a Commission proposal in the  context of committee procedure); 
- rules governing the quorum (Article 7(4) CRP) so that the Council can take a vote. 
Without prejudice to the first paragraph of Article 146 TEC and the rules governing the quorum, 
each Council member is entitled to decide on the composition of his/her delegation.  e) 
The future  Presidency makes  known the  proposed dates for  the  Council meetings at  least seven 
months before the start of its Presidency.  Naturally, this programming is flexible and the scheduled 
dates may be changed during the Presidency. 
e)  It should  be  noted  that  the  Council  has  not  yet  made  use  of the  possibility  given to  it  by 
Article 4(3) CRP to set a legal limit on the number of officials accompanying  members of the 
Council.  On 10 December 1988, however, the Council adopted conclusions concerning working 
methods  in  which  a  ceiling  of six  members  per  delegation  is  set  (see  point  2(b)  of the 
conclusions).  The number of such ofticials to  whom  travel  expenses are  reimbursed  by  the 
Council General Secretariat was limited by the Secretary-General's Decision of 12 June  1996, 
taken on the basis of Article 21(4) CRP, which has been in force since 1 July  1996 (Article 6): 
- Council meetings:  six persons per delegation, plus head of delegation; 
- working parties and committees:  two persons (EC and CFSP), three persons (JHA Working 
Parties) and four for the  K.4 Committee and Steering Groups I to  III (JHA). 
- 5 -For the CFSP, Article J.8(4) TEU provides that in cases requiring a rapid decision, the Presidency, 
of its  own motion,  or at  the  request  of the  Commission or a Member  State,  may  convene an 
extraordinary Council meeting within 48 hours  or, in an emergency,  within a shorter period. 
The  Decision  of  the  Representatives  of  the  Governments  of  the  Member  States  of 
12  December 1992, taken pursuant to Article 216 TEC, confirmed that the seat of the Council was 
in Brussels and that Council meetings are held in Luxembourg in April, June and  October.  (1)  It 
may  exceptionally be necessary  to  hold  Council  meetings elsewhere,  in particular in  the case  of 
international negotiations in which the Community participates.  In that case, the decision must be 
taken unanimously. 
In  accordance  with  well-established  practice,  each  Council  Presidency  organizes  informal 
ministerial meetings.  The conclusions approved by  the  Council  on  10  December  1988,  which 
remain valid, provide for a limited number of such meetings (seven,  in addition to the meetings of 
the Ministers for Home Affairs and Justice, as agreed in the Council 7onclusions of 29 May  1995). 
The aim of the informal meetings is to consider jointly and exchange ideas  on topics of a general 
scope.  They  are  not Council meetings and cannot replace  the  Council's activities.  In order to 
preserve their informal character,  there  is  no  agenda and the  discussions  cannot give  rise  to  the 
drawing-up of documents prior to or after the meeting.  Informal meetings obviously cannot adopt 
decisions in spheres falling within the  field of competence of the  institutions, under the  Treaties. 
2.  Agenda (Article 2 CRP) 
The provisional agenda for each Council meeting is drawn up by the President and sent to the other 
members of the Council and to the Commission at least fourteen days before the beginning of the 
meeting.  Convening a meeting at shorter notice therefore seems pointless unless all the  members 
of the Council agree to  include at least one substantive item on the agenda. 
(
1
)  Published in  OJ No C 341, 23.12.1992, p.  1. 
- 6-The provisional agenda contains items in respect of  which a request for inclusion, together with any 
relevant documents,  has been received by  the General Secretariat at least sixteen days before the 
beginning of the meeting. 
A specific arrangement exists for proceedings under Title VI TEU.  A statement for  the  Council 
minutes which  was  published as an Annex to the CRP states that, in  this field,  the President will 
endeavour  to  ensure  that,  in  principle,  the  provisional  agenda  and  relevant  documentation  are 
received  by  the  members  of the  Council  at least twenty-one days before the  beginning of the 
Council  meeting. 
The list of items on  the provisional agenda is first drawn up by  the Presidency.  It is  sent to  the 
members of the Council by  telex or fax  (complying with  the  14-day deadline),  then  submitted to 
Coreper and,  normally,  the  agreement  reached  by  Coreper  is  confirmed  by  the  Council.  The 
provisional agenda is submitted to the Council, which adopts it by a simple majority.  Any addition 
to  the  agenda  must  be  approved  unanimously  if it  was  not submitted  at  least fourteen  days  in 
advance,  including  the "A"  items.  This is  not the case with  regard  to  "Other business"  items, 
whose  addition  to  the  Council  agenda  is  usually  requested  by  members  of the Council  or the 
Commission at the beginning of the meeting, as "Other business"  items cannot give to rise to any 
decision or even, in  principle,  any discussion. 
The provisional agenda also indicates items on which the Presidency, a member of the Council or 
the  Commission  may  request  that  a  vote  be  taken e).  The  indication  takes  the  form  of an 
asterisk following the mention of the item on the agenda.  It is intended to enable Member States 
to complete all  the internal procedures they consider necessary or desirable and to ensure that the 
vote does  not  take  them  by  surprise.  This  means  that  unless  the  Council  unanimously  decides 
otherwise, a vote must be scheduled at least fourteen days before the Council meeting.  The asterisk 
indicates the possibility of a vote, without creating an obligation in this respect. 
The provisional agenda is  divided into Part A and  Part B. 
(')  Revoting,  see Chapter II below:  "Council decision-making". 
- 7 -"A" items on the agenda are items for which, given their state of preparation by Coreper, approval 
by  the Council seems possible without discussion,  which does not exclude the  possibility of any 
member of the Council or of the Conunission expressing an opinion at the time of the approval of 
those  items and having statements  included  in the  minutes.  The practice of "A"  items prevents 
Council meetings from being cluttered up with a large number of items  on which agreement has 
already been reached and which would have to  be examined individually. 
"A"  items are  included on a list  which  is  approved as  a whole  by  the  Council,  normally  at  the 
beginning of the meeting.  It should not, however, be concluded that no vote is taken on each item 
as any item included on the list of "A"  items is the subject of a note forecasting the outcome of the 
vote  and  indicating  the  existence  of  the  majority  required,  as  foreseen  during  Coreper's 
proceedings.  By  adopting the  list of "A"  items,  each  item  is  fomially  adopted,  confirming the 
forecasts  of votes mentioned in the  note.  Those  votes  may  of course be altered by  the members 
of the Council as  they see fit. 
It must,  however,  be  pointed out that  an  "A"  item  is  withdrawn  from  the  agenda,  unless  the 
Council decides otherwise, if a position on an  "A"  item  might lead  to  its further discussion or if 
a member of the Council or of the Conunission so  requests. 
It is  then included  in Part  "B"  of the  same  meeting  by  a  decision  taken  by  a majority  of the 
members of the Council, if it was  included on the provisional agenda at least fourteen days before 
the meeting.  Otherwise, the Council must decide unanimously to include it in Part "B" of the same 
meeting, failing which it will  be  included on the  agenda for a forthcoming meeting. 
Matters which must be discussed and on which a vote may be taken are included under Part B. 
3.  Public access and transparency (Articles 4 to 6, Article 7(5) and Article 22 CRP) 
Article 5(1) CRP which provides that Council meetings are not public, also applies to preparations 
for Council meetings, i.e. all the Council's subordinate bodies: Coreper, Conunittees (Article 113, 
Political, K.4, Monetary, etc.) and working parties. 
- 8 -Public  retransmission  by  audiovisual  means  referred  to  in  Article  6  CRP applies  only  to  the 
Council itself. 
In practice, there are other meetings connected with Council activities which are not public either, 
such as  the coordinating meetings of members of the Council to coordinate their positions on the 
spot in an international context. 
In practice, the Commission is  practically always present at Council meetings and  at meetings of 
Council preparatory bodies at all  levels and  in all  the  fields  of action provided for by  the TEU, 
even  if the  act  adopted  by  the  Council  does  not  require  a Commission proposal.  The Council 
rarely  decides  to  deliberate  in  the  Commission's  absence,  but  this  occurs  when  the  Council 
considers  internal  affairs  (appointment  of officials,  cases  before  the  Court  of Justice,  etc.). 
Commission participation in  the  Council's proceedings  is  facilitated  by  the  fact  that it  receives 
documentation issued by the Council General Secretariat, on an equal footing with the Permanent 
Representations. 
Other Community institutions or bodies participate occasionally  in  the Council's proceedings. 
Within the framework of the budgetary procedure, representatives of the European Parliament are 
sometimes invited to put their institution's viewpoint to the Council.  Similarly, representatives of 
the  Court of Justice  or the  Court of Auditors are  normally  invited  to  attend  Council  meetings 
dealing with matters connected with those institutions.  The same applies to the European Monetary 
Institute or the EIB.  Representatives of the Economic and Social Committee or the Committee of 
the Regions may  also be invited to  submit their budgetary requests  to  the Council. 
The presence of representatives  from other Community  institutions  or- bodies depends  to  a large 
extent on the subject discussed and  the desirability or otherwise in each specific case of inviting 
representatives to attend part of the Council's discussions.  A decision must be taken by the Council 
concerning any  invitation. 
Article 5(1) CRP provides that the deliberations of the Council are covered by  the obligation of 
professional  secrecy,  unless  the  Council  decides  otherwise.  This  provision  should  be  seen  in 
relation to  other provisions governing transparency of the  Council's proceedings.  Among those 
provisions, those governing the following spheres  should be mentioned: 
- 9 -- the holding of public debates by the Council; 
- disclosure of votes; 
- public access to documents; 
- disclosure of statements for the Council minutes and the minutes themselves. 
Article 6 CRP provides for the holding of public debates by the Council.  Policy debates held by 
the  Council (')  on  the  six-monthly  work  programme  submitted  by  the  Presidency  and,  if 
appropriate, on the Commission's annual work programme must therefore be the subject of public 
retransmission by audiovisual means. 
Other debates  may  be the subject of public retransmission,  in particular where they  concern an 
important issue affecting the interests of the Union or an important legislative proposal.  In that 
case, the decision is  taken unanimously following a proposal by the Presidency, a member of the 
Council or the Commission. 
In its conclusions on transparency of 29 May 1995, the Council decided to hold such debates more 
frequently.  Each Presidency therefore usually tables a list of suggestions for televised debates and 
that  list,  adapted  where  appropriate  following  the  comments  made  by  delegations  or  the 
Commission, is  adopted by the Council. 
With  regard  to  disclosure of votes,  the  record  of voting  is  made  public  in  accordance  with 
Article 7(5) CRP, namely: 
- when the  Council is  acting as  legislator within the meaning of the term in  the  Annex to the 
CRP (!) unless the Council decides otherwise.  This rule applies when the Council adopts a 
(
1
)  In the General Affairs Council and the Economic and Financial Affairs Council (see statement 
re Article 6(1) CRP in the Council minutes, published in the OJ of the European Communities 
No L  304,  10.12.1993, p.  1). 
f) That Annex provides that:  "The Council acts as legislator within the meaning of  the first indent 
of Anicle 7(5)  when  it adopts  rules  which  are  legally  binding  in  or for the  Member  States 
whether by means of  regulations,  directives or decisions,  on the basis of  the relevant provisions 
of  the Treaties,  in panicular on the basis of  Anicle 43 of  the Treaty establishing the European 
Community  or in  the framework  of the procedures  in  Anicle 189b  and Article 189c of that 
Treaty,  with  the  exception  of discussions  leading  to  the  adoption  of internal  measures, 
administrative or budgetary acts, acts concerning interinstitutional or international relations or 
non-binding acts such as conclusions, recommendations or resolutions.  Votes shall not be made 
public in  the  case  of discussions  leading  to  indicative  votes  or the adoption  or preparatory 
acts." 
- 10-common position pursuant to  Article 189b or 189c TEC; 
- when votes are cast by the members of the  Council or their representative on the Conciliation 
Committee set up  by  Article  189b TEC; 
- when the Council acts pursuant to Titles V and VI TEU by a unanimous Council decision taken 
at the request of one of its  members; 
- in  other cases,  by  Council  decision taken  by  a simple  majority  at  the  request  of one  of its 
members. 
It should  be  pointed  out  that  the  record  of the  votes  on legislative  acts  is  now  made  public 
systematically.  The Council has  never had recourse to the exemption provided for in the CRP and 
it stated at its meeting on 29 May  1995 that it did  not intend to have recourse to  it in future. 
Further, on 6 December  1993  the  Council  adopted a code of conduct for  the  implementation of 
Articles 5(1), second subparagraph, and Article 7(5) of the CRP (see Annex II). 
With  regard  to  public  access  to  Council  documents,  Council  Decision  931731/EC  of 
20 December 1993 (1
) on public access to Council documents is a legal instrument for implementing 
the  code  of conduct approved  by  the  Council  and  the  Commission concerning public  access  to 
Council  and  Commission documents r).  That  Decision  was  based  on Article 151(3)  TEC  and 
Article 22 CRP e). 
The procedure laid down in Decision 93/731/EC guarantees the applicant for access  to a Council 
document a deadline for the Council's reply, a detailed examination of his/her request and the right 
of appeal  to  the  Council  if the  first  reply  - drawn  up  by  the  Council  General  Secretariat  - is 
negative.  Finally, if a confirmatory application is rejected, the applicant is informed of the content 
() OJ No L  340, 31.12.1993, p. 43  (Annex III). 
f) OJ No L 340, 31.12.1993, p.  41  (Annex IV). 
e)  The judgment of the  Court of Justice  of 30 April  1996  in  Case  C-58/94 (not yet published) 
confirmed  the  legality  of this  legal  basis.  For  classification  of Council  documents,  see 
Chapter IV.2 below. 
- 11  -of Article 138e  and  173  TEC  concerning  respectively  the  conditions governing  referral  to  the 
Ombudsman and review by the Court of Justice of the legality of Council acts. 
A  report  on  implementation  of  that  Decision  in  1994  and  1995  was  submitted  by  the 
Secretary-General of the Council on 3 July  1996 pursuant to Article 9 of that Decision. (1) 
With  regard  to  the  disclosure  of  statements  in  the  Council  minutes  and  minutes,  on 
2 October 1995  the  Council adopted a  code of conduct (see  Annex  V)  on public  access  to  the 
minutes  and  statements  in  the  minutes  of the  Council  acting  as  legislator  which  considerably 
modifies Council practice  in this sector.  Since adoption of the code,  statements in the Council 
minutes concerning the  final adoption of legislative acts  within the meaning of the Annex to the 
CRP have been released to the public.  They are available to the public on request from the Council 
General Secretariat, either from the Information Policy, Transparency and Public Relations Division 
of Directorate-General F or from the Press Office.  Examination of statements is facilitated by the 
fact that the Council General Secretariat draws up a monthly list of legislative acts adopted by the 
Council, "accompanied by statements in the minutes which have been released to the public.  Those 
monthly  lists  are  also  available  on  request  and  forwarded  systematically  to  the  European 
Parliament. 
Where the code of conduct applies, it is the responsibility of the Antici Group, the Mertens Group 
or the SCA to examine the statements prior to the final adoption of the act.  The lists of "A" items 
submitted to the Council since the adoption of the code of conduct now contain the indication "LA" 
and  where  appropriate  "S"  to  indicate  respectively  that  it  is  a  legislative  act,  accompanied  if 
appropriate by one or more statements in the Council minutes.  Adoption of an "A" item containing 
those  two  indications  therefore  also  covers  the  Council  decision  to  release  to  the  public  the 
statements concerned. 
Finally, Article 5(2) CRP provides that the  Council may authorize the production of a copy or 
an extract from its minutes for use in legal proceedings.  Prior authorization by the Council must 
therefore be requested before a Council document can be produced for use in legal proceedings. 
(
1
)  8330/96 INF 60 API 58 JUR 193. 
- 12  -Use of that provision is frequently made when Member States or other institutions want to produce 
a Council document in a case before the Court of Justice or the Court of First Instance.  In such 
a  case,  the  Council  Legal  Service  examines  the  content  of the  document  to  assess  whether  it 
contains confidential information, disclosure of which before the  Court of Justice or the Court of 
First Instance could be harmful to the Council's interests.  After that assessment, the ligal Service 
suggests to  Coreper the action that should  be  taken on the request.  Similarly, in cases  in which 
the Council is involved, the Legal Service's agents appointed to represent the Council ask the latter 
for authorization to produce documents which they consider it useful to make known to the Court 
of Justice  or the  Court  of First  Instance.  The  Council's  decision  on the  application  of this 
Article is taken by  a simple majority. 
4.  Minutes (Article 9 CRP) 
Article 9 CRP provides that the minutes of each Council meeting shall be drawn up.  The minutes 
are  a  document  which  summarizes  the  decisions  taken  and  occasionally  the  content  of  the 
discussions held during that Council meeting e). 
The draft minutes are  in principle drawn up  by  the  General  Secretariat within a short period  -
fifteen days - and submitted to the Council for  approval. 
Before the minutes are approved, any member of the Council, or the Commission, may request that 
more details be  inserted  in the  minutes regarding any  item  on the  agenda.  When approved,  the 
minutes are signed by the President-in-Office at the time of approval and by the Secretary-General 
of the Council. 
According to  the  CRP,  the  minutes  generally contain three  points  concerning each item  on the 
agenda: 
- indication of the documents submitted to  the Council; 
- decisions taken or conclusions reached  by  the Council; 
- statements made by the Council and those whose entry has been requested by a member of the 
Council or the Commission. 
(
1
)  A summary record of Coreper's meetings is  also  produced by  the General Secretariat. 
- 13  -With regard to the indication of documents, all  documents submitted to the  Council are numbered 
and bear a reference for their identification. 
With regard to decisions taken or conclusions adopted, the practice of drawing up Council minutes 
tends  towards  a very  brief description of the  decision taken.  The content of Council discussions 
is  in  fact  reflected  more  fully  in the  press  releases  issued  by  the  General  Secretariat after each 
Council meeting than in the minutes of the meeting. 
Any  statements for the Council minutes are  annexed to the minutes ('). 
Finally,  the  adoption of the  code  of conduct of 2 October  1995  (see  Annex  V)  has  meant  that 
Council minutes or part of those  minutes may  be  released  to  the  public under the  conditions laid 
down by  the code. 
5.  Rules governing languages (Article 10 CRP) 
The rules governing languages which apply to  the  various  basic treaties (European Communities 
and European Union), the treaties amending them and agreements between Member States must be 
distinguished  from  the  rules  applicable  to  the  institutions  of the  European  Union  (acts  of the 
institutions and working languages). 
With  regard  to  the rules governing languages  which  apply  to the constituent treaties and 
agreements between Member States, apart from the ECSC Treaty which was drawn up in French, 
the  only authentic text of which is  in French (Article 100 of the  ECSC Treaty), the authentic text 
of the  EC,  Euratom and  EU  Treaties  is  in  twelve  languages,  namely:  Danish,  Dutch,  English, 
Finnish,  French,  German,  Greek,  Irish,  Italian,  Portuguese,  Spanish and  Swedish.  (')  In  this 
context Irish is also an official language of the Community and  the  European Union. 
e)  See point 3 above for disclosure of statements in the Council minutes. 
(!)  See  Article 248  of the  EC  Treaty,  Article 225  of the  Euratom  Treaty  and  the  Accession 
Treaties,  most recently Article  176 of the Treaty concerning the  accession of Austria,  Finland 
and Sweden, and  Article S TEU. 
- 14-Similarly,  the  texts  of agreements concluded between the Member States of the  European Union 
(either within the  framework of Article 220 of the  EC  Treaty or on the basis of Article K.3(2)(c) 
TEU) are authentic in the  twelve languages concerned.  e) 
With regard to the rules governing the languages of the institutions of the European Union (acts 
of the institutions and working languages), the  rules applicable to  the  institutions are based on 
Article 217 of the  EC  Treaty  (the  wording  of Article  190 of the  Euratom  Treaty  is  identical). 
Pursuant to Articles J.ll and K.8 TEU,  Article 217 applies to  Titles V and VI  TEU. 
Article 217 TEC instructs the Council to determine unanimously the rules governing the languages 
of the institutions of the Community "without prejudice to the provisions contained in the Rules of 
Procedure  of the  Coun of Justice".  It  was  therefore  on  that  basis  that  on  15  April  1958  the 
Council adopted Regulation No 1 determining the languages to be used by the European Economic 
Community, f) as amended by the various Acts of Accession.  That Regulation provides for eleven 
official  languages  (Ireland  waived  the  right  for  Irish  to  become  an  official  language  of the 
institutions of the Community). e)  The main provisions of that Regulation are as  follows: 
- "The official languages and the working languages of the institutions of  the Community shall 
be Spanish, Danish,  German,  Greek,  English; French,  Italian, Dutch,  Ponuguese,  Swedish and 
Finnish."  (Article  1); 
- documents  which  a Member State or a person subject to  the jurisdiction of a Member State 
sends to the institutions may be in one of the official languages selected by the sender, the reply 
being drafted in the same language, whereas documents which an institution sends to a Member 
State or to a person subject to its jurisdiction are drafted in the language of that State (Articles 2 
and 3).  Only the  text in the languages used  in that correspondence  is  authentic; 
- regulations  and  other  documents  of general  application  are  drafted  in  the  eleven  official 
languages and the Official Journal is published in those languages (Articles 4 and 5), the texts 
in all  the  languages being authentic. 
e)  See  for  example  Article 68  of the  Brussels  Convention concluded  within  the  framework  of 
Article 220 TEC and  the final wording of agreements based on Article K.3  TEU. 
f)  OJ No  17, 6.10.1958, p.  385. 
e)  Statement made on 24 November 1971  during the accession negotiations. 
- 15  -Under Article 6 of Regulation No 1, the institutions may stipulate in their rules of procedure which 
of the  languages are to be used in specific cases,  which the  Council did in Article  10 CRP.  e) 
Pursuant to paragraph 1 of Article 10 CRP, "the Council shall deliberate and take decisions only 
on the basis of documents  and drafts  drawn  up  in  the  languages  specified in  the  rule~ in force 
governing languages"  (i.e.  the  above Regulation No  1). 
That provision enables a delegation to oppose discussion on an item if the relevant document is not 
available in the official language which it wants when the Council addresses that item.  The term 
"draft" also refers to Commission proposals which must be submitted to the Council in the eleven 
official languages. 
Paragraph 2 of Article 10  therefore enables each member of the  Council to  specify an  official 
language of the  Council in which he  requests that the  text of any amendments tabled during the 
discussion be  drawn up,  with the additional possibility of opposing discussion if the text of the 
amendments  is  not drawn up  in  the  language specified. 
Article  10{1) CRP does not, however, enable a member of the Council to secure deletion from the 
agenda of an item included on the provisional agenda solely because the relevant documentation was 
not  available  in  the  language  of his  choice.  Discussion  of the  item  concerned  may  only  be 
postponed. 
In any  case,  a text may  be  approved  in  substance  by  the  Council,  even if the  texts  are  not  yet 
available in the eleven languages.  However, subject to the possible derogations set out below, that 
text may  in principle be formally adopted only  if it is available in good and due form (finalized 
by  the  Legal/Linguistic Experts) in the  eleven official languages. 
Article 10(1) CRP in fact allows for the possibility of waiving that rule, provided that the Council 
both decides unanimously and that it is a matter of urgency.  That waiver proves necessary 
(
1
)  In accordance with Article 217 TEC, Article 7 of Regulation No 1 states that the languages to 
be used in the proceedings of the Court of Justice shall be laid down in its Rules of Procedure. 
- 16-especially in the first few  months following the accession of new  Member States to  the  European 
Union because revised translations in their languages cannot be made available within the period 
laid down. 
With regard to the entry into force of acts, the situation is different depending on whether it is an 
act of general scope, a binding act which is not of general scope or an act sui generis without legal 
effect vis-a-vis third parties: 
- a regulation or a directive addressed to all Member States or a decision addressed to all Member 
States cannot enter into force (or consequently be published and/or the Member States notified 
of it) unless the text exists in the eleven official languages (Article 4 of Regulation No  1); 
- the addressee(s) of a directive or an individual decision may be notified of it in the language(s) 
of the Member State concern~d without waiting for the text to be available in the eleven official 
languages (Article 3 of Regulation No  1); 
- a decision sui generis having no effect vis-a-vis third parties may enter into force  without the 
text being available in the eleven official languages. 
A common position adopted by  the Council within the framework of the procedures referred to  in 
Articles  189b and  189c TEC is,  moreover, forwarded  to the European Parliament only if the  text 
is available in the eleven official languages. 
As stated above, the normal languages rules apply in the fields under Title V TEU (CFSP).  This 
was emphasized in a statement annexed to the TEU.  C)  In the CFSP field,  however, Council acts 
may be adopted by a simplified written procedure  (known as COREU, Article 8(4) CRP) (') and 
the  CFSP is,  typically,  a  field  in  which  urgent  situations  may  arise  justifying  recourse  to  the 
derogation provided for by Article 10(1) CRP.  The rule to be followed is as follows:  in principle, 
the normal language rules apply to  the adoption of any act in the CFSP field,  in particular those 
C)  Declaration No  29 on the use  of languages  in  the field  of the  common foreign and  security 
policy, annexed to  the Final Act of the TEU. 
(')  See Chapter II, section 3,  below for further details concerning this procedure. 
- 17 -having a legal scope (joint action or common position).  However,  the  Council may decide, on a 
case-by -case  basis,  on  grounds  of urgency,  to  act  in  the  absence  of texts  in  all  the  official 
languages,  when it does not intend to publish the text of its decision in the Official Journal of the 
European Communities (hereinafter OJ).  It is desirable that this special urgent situation be briefly 
mentioned in a recital of the act justifying in each individual case the waiving of the language rules 
with a view to  adopting the act concerned. 
In practice,  whenever the  Council has  recourse to  the  waiver provided for  in  Article 10 CRP: 
- this must be indicated in the documents submitted to it (report to th!! Council, "1/ A'' item notes); 
- the  decision to  have recourse to  the waiver must be recorded  in the Council minutes; 
- any decision to postpone publication or notification of the act pending availability of the text in 
the eleven official languages must also be  noted; 
- where appropriate, the missing language versions must subsequently be adopted by the Council. 
- 18  -Chapter II - Council decision-making 
1.  Voting rules (Article 7 CRP) 
According  to  Article 7(1)  CRP,  the  decision to take a  vote  is  taken by  the  Presidency,  which 
judges its desirability, even if it may be  obliged to do so by a simple majority of the  Council (see 
below).  However, as  stated above,  e) a set of rules  is  applied for setting the provisional agenda 
which makes  "surprise"  voting impossible.  The fact that it is  indicated on the provisional agenda 
that a vote may be  taken on  an  item does  not  imply that the vote will  necessarily be taken.  The 
Presidency may postpone the  vote  if it observes that the conditions have not been met. 
Article 2(2) CRP provides that any member of the Council or the Commission may request a vote. 
In that case,  the Presidency is obliged to open a voting procedure provided that a majority of the 
Council's members so decides.  That provision merely reflects the unwritten general rule that the 
Presidency is always  "in the Council's hands":  it can always override a procedural decision by  its 
President. 
Pursuant to Article 7  (2) CRP, the members of the Council vote in the order of the Member States 
laid  down in  Article 27  of the  ECSC  Treaty,  Article  146  TEC  and  Article 116  of the  Euratom 
Treaty, f) beginning with the  member who, according to that order, follows the member holding 
the  office  of President.  That  practice  is  not  always  followed;  it  is  specifically  followed  in 
circumstances where the  vote  requires a degree of solemnity or where delegations' positions are 
not  sufficiently  clear.  Most frequently,  at  the  end  of the  discussion,  the  Presidency  asks  the 
members  voting for,  against or wishing to  abstain to  identify themselves. 
A member of the Council may wish to receive confirmation from his/her national authorities of the 
position to be adopted or the internal formalities for defining the  position may not be completed. 
e)  See Chapter I, section 2:  "Agenda". 
f) This is the order laid down for  holding the Presidency of the Council in turn (see the  Council 
Decision  of I  January  1995  determining  the  order  in  which  the  office  of President  of the 
Council shall be  held,  OJ  No  L 1,  1.1.1995, p.  220). 
- 19  -He/she will  then enter a reservation which may subsequently be  withdrawn; the reservation must 
be withdrawn during the same Council meeting.  If the reservation has  not been withdrawn at the 
end  of the meeting and  the  required majority  has  not been achieved as  a result,  the item  is  not 
adopted.  It is deleted from the agenda and is  included on the agenda for  another meeting.  Apart 
from  the written procedure,  voting is carried out only within the Council. 
In cases where adoption of an act is subject to a proposal from the Commission, at some stage  in 
the procedure the Commission may be unable to agree to the amendments made to its proposal by 
the Council.  That has an influence on the Council's voting rules  because, under Article 189a(l) 
TEC, the Council must act unanimously if it wishes to adopt an act constituting an amendment to 
the Commission proposal.  In practice, therefore, the Council votes only when the Commission has 
clearly adopted a position on any amendment of its  proposal. 
Finally,  the  Council  often  takes  an  indicative  vote  in  order  to  define  its  members'  positions 
concerning the item under consideration.  That indicative vote is not a vote within the meaning of 
the  Treaty and  has  no  legal effect.  Formal adoption must therefore take place in due course e). 
The voting procedure within the Council is provided for by  Article  148 of the EC Treaty. 
Paragraph 1 states the principle that,  failing a specific provision in the  Treaty, the Council shall 
act by a majority of its members,  i.e. at present a majority of eight members.  Such is  the case, 
for example,  of adoption of the  CRP  (Article 151(3)  TEC),  requests  for  studies  or proposals 
addressed to the Commission (Article 152 TEC) or decisions taken pursuant to Article 213 TEC. f) 
However,  the Treaty rarely  fails  to  provide for  other rules and acting by a majority of members 
remains exceptional, apart from procedural decisions which are always taken by a simple majority, 
as  are the adoption of replies to  be given to parliamentary questions, decisions on consultation or 
further consultation of the European Parliament, etc. 
e)  See Chapter II, section 3 below for  voting by  the written procedure. 
f)  See Judgment of9 November 1995, Case C 426/93 Germany  v.  Council [1995] ECR I-3723. 
- 20-With  regard  to  a unanimous  vote,  Article  148(3)  TEC  provides  that  abstentions  by  members 
present in person or represented shall not prevent the adoption by the Council of acts which require 
unanimity. e) 
In  addition  to  cases  in  which  the  Council  adopts  an  act  amending  a  Commission  proposal 
(Article 189a(l) TEC), unanimity is  required by a number of Articles of the TEC, such as:  social 
security  (Article 51),  harmonization of indirect  taxation  (Article  99),  legislative harmonization 
(Article  100),  the  framework  programme  of research  and  development  (Article  130j),  certain 
measures to  protect the environment (Article  130s), certain actions necessary  for attaining one of 
the  objectives  of the  Community  (Article 235),  certain  measures  in  the  fields  of social  policy, 
culture, education, health,  industry, etc. f) 
Voting  by  a  qualified majority  is  also  a voting  procedure  frequently  provided  for  by  the  EC 
Treaty. 
The votes of the  Council members are weighted as follows: 
- Germany, France, Italy, United Kingdom:  10  votes each; 
- Spain:  8 votes; 
- Belgium, Greece,  Netherlands,  Portugal: 5 votes each; 
- Austria, Sweden:  4 votes each; 
- Denmark, Ireland,  Finland: 3 votes each; 
- Luxembourg:  2 votes. 
e)  Acts  of the  Representatives  of the  Governments  of the  Member  States  meeting  within  the 
Council  are  adopted  by  "common accord",  which  implies  the  agreement of all  the  Member 
States.  They are not Council acts.  The TEC, for example, provides in a number of provisions 
for the adoption of an act by  the Member States  themselves or their Governments rather than 
the  Council  (see  Article 8c  concerning diplomatic protection of EU  citizens,  Article 158  on 
appointment of Members of  the Commission, Article  167 concerning the appointment of Judges 
and  Advocates-General of the Court of Justice, etc.). 
(') See  the exhaustive list in  the  Council  Report  on  the  functioning of the  TEU,  Brussels,  1995, 
page 54. 
- 21  -There are  two  arrangements  for  voting  by  a qualified  majority.  The  majority  is  62  votes  (out 
of 87) where the Council acts on a Commission proposal (
1
)  and 62 votes in favour, cast by at least 
10 members,  in other cases,  for  example  in  budgetary matters  where  the  Commission draws up 
only  a preliminary draft budget or for  recommendations  concerning an excessive  deficit in  the 
context of EMU (Article 104c(13) TEC) or where  the Council acts by  a qualified majority under 
Titles V and VI TEU. 
Finally, two texts known as  the  "Luxembourg compromise" and the  "Ioannina compromise" must 
be  mentioned. 
The  "empty chair" policy practised by  France  for seven months in  1965  Jed  to  the  adoption of a 
text generally known as  the  "Luxembourg compromise".  That political statement contained the 
following paragraph: 
"Where,  in  the  case  of decisions  which  may  be  taken  by  majority  vote  on  a proposal  of the 
Commission,  very  important interests of one or more partners are at stake,  the Members  of the 
Council will endeavour,  within a reasonable time,  to reach solutions which can be adopted by all 
the Members of  the Council while respecting their mutual interests and those of  the Community,  in 
accordance with Article 2 of  the  Treaty. " 
That paragraph is  followed by the following divergent assessments: 
"With  regard  to  the  foregoing  paragraph,  the  French  delegation  considers  that  where  very 
important  interests are at stake  the  discussion  must be  continued until unanimous agreement is 
reached.  The six  delegations note that there is  a divergence of views on  what should be done in 
the event of  a failure to  reach  complete agreement. " 
The  "Luxembourg  compromise"  - which  has  no  legal  value  and  can  have  no  effect  unless  a 
sufficient number of Council members  to  form  a blocking minority join the  member who  avails 
himself of the "compromise"- is therefore a political rather than a legal weapon to which reference 
is sometimes made but which is  very rarely  invoked operationally. 
e)  The fact that the Commission does not support a text put to the vote which requires a qualified 
majority does not attenuate that requirement but adds the additional condition of unanimity to 
that of a qualified majority (Article 189a(l) TEC). 
- 22-The texts known as the "Ioannina compromise" arose from the change in the minimum number of 
votes required for a qualified majority as  a result of the enlargement to include Austria,  Finland 
and  Sweden.  Certain Member States considered  that the  new  weighting of the  votes  could,  in 
certain cases,  result  in States  grouping  together a  considerable  proportion of the  Community's 
population being defeated.  After difficult discussions, a solution called the "Ioannina compromise" 
was found, which took the form of a Council Decision of 29 March 1994 e).  That Decision gives 
the  "Ioannina compromise"  legal status, unlike the  "Luxembourg compromise".  It provides that 
if the  Members of the  Council  representing  23  to  25  votes  indicate  their intention to  oppose a 
decision, the Presidency will do all  in its power to  reach, within a reasonable time, a satisfactory 
'  solution that could be adopted by at least 65  votes.  This procedure is  subject to compliance with 
the Treaties, which means that where the Treaty sets the Council a deadline for acting, the search 
for a solution cannot lead to that deadline being postponed.  Furthermore, and above all,  it is also 
subject to the CRP, which means that Article 7 CRP applies and that at any time a simple majority 
of States  may  request  and  obtain  the  taking of a  vote.  A  minority of 23  to  25  votes  cannot 
therefore in any case delay the taking of a decision if it does not win the support of a majority of 
the Member States. 
2.  Quorum and delegation of the right to vote (Articles 3 and 7 CRP) 
The only amendment to the CRP since 6 December 1993  concerns the  quorum.  Following the 
accession of Austria, Finland and Sweden, the presence of eight members ~f  the Council is required 
to  enable the Council to vote. 
This quorum requirement must be read in conjunction with the first paragraph of Article 146 TEC, 
which provides that the Council consists of a representative of each Member State at ministerial 
level, authorized to commit the government of that Member State.  For the Council to be able to 
take a vote, there must therefore be at least eight representatives of Member States who fulfil the 
conditions of Article 146 of the EC  Treaty.  This  therefore constitutes an inherent limit upon the 
delegation of the right to  vote which will  be examined below. 
(') OJ No C  105,  13.4.1994, p.  1,  as  last  amended  on  1 January  1995  (OJ No C  1,  1.1.1995, 
p.  1). 
- 23  -The quorum  rule,  normally  limited to  the  final  stage  of decision-making,  i.e.  voting  within the 
Council, nevertheless also  inspires the  practice of preparatory Council bodies which, in practice, 
generally suspend their discussions if fewer than eight delegations are present. 
Delegation of the right to vote is  provided for  both in  Article 150 TEC and  Article 7(3) CRP. 
Article 150 TEC provides that a member of the Council may act on behalf of not more than one 
other member.  Article 7(3) CRP specifies that delegation of the  right to  vote may be made only 
to another member of the  Council. 
Finally,  the  form  of delegation  is  not  subject to  any  formality.  In  practice,  the position of the 
member concerned is expressed by the Permanent Representative of the Member State and the vote 
is deemed to have been exercised by  a member of the Council. 
3.  Written procedure (Article 8 CRP) 
Two possibilities exist for deciding on recourse to the written voting procedure: 
- the decision may  be taken beforehand, unanimously, at a Council or Coreper meeting; 
- failing  that,  the  Presidency  may  propose  recourse  to  the  written procedure by  means  of the 
written procedure itself.  In that case, the decision to agree to recourse to the written procedure 
will  form part of the procedure itself:  all  the  members of the Council must agree to  recourse 
to  the written procedure before expressing their substantive opinions. 
In both cases, the Commission must also agree  to  recourse  to  the written procedure if it concerns 
a subject referred to the Council by  the Commission. 
Where  a decision  has  already  been  taken  within  the  Council  or  Coreper  to  adopt  the  written 
procedure, the only question put in writing to members of the  Council will be  whether they agree 
to adopt the act concerned. 
However, if recourse to the written procedure has not been decided beforehand within the Council 
or Coreper, the members of the Council and, where appropriate, the Commission must reply to the 
first question concerning recourse to the written procedure and  the members of the Council must 
- 24-express their positions on the second question concerning adoption of the act. 
In order to  speed up the written procedures, replies must be addressed to the General Secretariat 
official  responsible  for  the dossier.  Replies  must of course be  written (normally sent by  fax  or 
telex); oral  replies are  not sufficient in any case. 
If the deadline for replying has not already been agreed within the Council or Coreper,  it must be 
set  depending  on the  urgency  of the  matter.  The importance  of meeting  the  deadline  must be 
emphasized if the  act must be  adopted before a specific date.  If replies are  delayed,  the General 
Secretariat will  issue  a reminder.  If the  delay  continues,  an  assessment  must  be  made  in  each 
individual case. of a reasonable period after which the procedure must be concluded and its outcome 
considered as  being negative. 
If the  Council or Coreper has  decided to  have recourse to  the  written procedure for an act which 
must be  adopted by  a qualified or simple majority, the conditions for adopting the. act are met as 
soon as  the  number of positive replies received tallies with the  number of votes  required. 
However.  if it  was  necessary  to  put the question of recourse to  the written procedure,  a positive 
reply to this  q~estion will be required from all  the members of the Council (unanimity), and from 
the Commission if the procedure concerned a matter which it brought before the Council.  Adoption 
of the act is  subject to the relevant voting rules. 
Once  the  General Secretariat has  ensured  that the  conditions have  been fulfilled  for adopting the 
act which was the subject of the written procedure, it takes the necessary steps to ensure the signing 
of the act and  its publication in the  OJ and/or the notification ofthe. act to  its addressees. 
It is the General Secretariat's responsibility to conclude written procedures and to state their results. 
On  that  occasion,  all  members  of the  Council  and,  where  appropriate,  the  Commission  are 
informed of any unilateral statements made by the other members of the Council or the Commission 
to enable them to decide if they wish to repond to them.  Neither the conduct nor the completion 
- 25  -of the  written procedure for adoption of the  act concerned  is affected by  such statements. 
Acts adopted by the written procedure are the subject of press releases drawn up on an ad hoc basis 
by the General Secretariat's press office. On that occasion, the outcome of the vote is made public 
if it  is  an  act  covered  by  the  Annex  to  the  CRP or a common position  in  the  cooperation or 
co-decision procedures  and  if a  majority  of members  of the  Council  have  not  objected  to  the 
outcome of the vote being made public. 
Explanations of votes are also made public in compliance with the CRP if requested by the member 
of the Council and if the  outcome of the  vote  is made public.  The other members of the  Council 
must be informed that an explanation of the vote is  likely  to be made public in order to give them 
an opportunity to voice their opposition or request that any  reactions they  have to the explanation 
of the vote also be made public. 
The General Secretariat produces a monthly summary of acts adopted by  the written procedure, 
which also includes· any statements and explanations of votes. 
Further, the  General Secretariat's archives conserve at  least: 
- the communication opening the written procedure and the document on which the procedure was 
based and any Council statements; 
- the replies from members of the Council and, where appropriate, the Commission together with 
any unilateral statements; 
- the duly signed original of the act adopted by the Council. 
Under the simplified written procedure (COREU), a decision is  deemed to be  adopted unless a 
member of the  Council objects before expiry of the  deadline set,  in  which case the  item  will be 
included on Coreper's agenda,  as  usual. 
Recourse  to  the  COREU  procedure  is  provided  for  explicitly  in  Article 8(4)  of the  CRP  for 
implementing the common foreign and security policy (CFSP). 
- 26-The Council also agreed to apply a simplified written procedure for deciding on consultation of the 
European  Parliament,  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee,  the  Court  of Auditors  and  the 
Committee of the  Regions,  (1
)  with regard  to  Commission proposals.  The procedure  applies  to 
consultation of the Court of Auditors only if its obligatory consultation is provided for in the legal 
basis  laid down. 
In the case of optional consultation of the European Parliament, the Commission's suggestions on 
consulting the European Parliament are not automatically followed up.  Cases in which the Council 
must act urgently must be the subject of a special examination.  The General Secretariat must make 
suitable suggestions in this  context,  in  particular on  the  reasonable  period to  be allowed  for  the 
European Parliament to deliver its Opinion, after which the Council intends to act even if does not 
receive that Opinion'. 
Similar considerations apply  to  the  procedure  for deciding  on consultation of the Economic and 
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. 
'In cases  of extreme  urgency or other exceptional cases  (except  for  certain  important acts  with 
regard to which the Council has confirmed its intention to consult the European Parliament), it will 
be suggested that optional consultation should not be carried out, delegations' silence implying their 
agreement not to carry it  out. 
Finally, the streamlined written procedure is also used to approve the opening of the mission to 
the European Union of a non-member State or the accreditation of the head of such a mission.  In 
that case,  the members of the Council have one  month to  raise any  objections. 
( 1)  Council  Decisions  adopted  on  15  October  1973,  19  November  1973,  8  May  1978  and 
11  July  1994 respectively. 
- 27- '2.~ Chapter III - Council acts and their form 
1.  Signing of acts (Article 11  CRP) 
Just like Article  191  TEC Article  11  CRP provides for the  obligation to  sign acts adopted by  the 
Council, alone or together with the  European Parliament under the co-decision procedure.  Those 
acts must be signed by the President-in-Office of the  Council at the time of their adoption and by 
the  Secretary-General of the  Council. 
Article  11  lays down the  stage at which signing by  the  President of the Council must take  place, 
namely at the time of the adoption of the act; the Secretary-General may sign at a later stage. 
In practice, the President of the Council signs the  last page of the  original text of the  act (this is 
a multilingual page); signing takes  place at the Council meeting which adopted the act concerned. 
The  Secretary-General  subsequently  signs  the  same  page  of"the  text,  the  original  of which  is 
forwarded  to the Council General Secretariat's archives,  where  it  is  kept in a safety vault. 
The last sentence of Article 11  enables the Secretary-General to delegate his signature to Directors-
General of the General Secretariat.  The Secretary-General has not made use of this option to date. 
2.  Title and form of regulations (Articles 12 and 13 CRP) 
Article  12 specifies the various features which must be included in the title of Regulations adopted 
by  the  Council, alone or together with the European Parliament under the co-decision procedure: 
the word  "Regulation"; 
the serial number; 
the date of adoption; and 
indication of the subject-matter. 
These  are  features  which  must  be  included  in  the  regulation  and  which  serve  to  identify  it; 
moreover, acts adopted by the Council, alone or under the co-decision procedure with the European 
-.29-Parliament, also contain the name(s) of the  institution(s) which adopted the act and an indication 
of the Community or Communities concerned. 
The structure of the  preamble of regulations adopted by  Council, alone or under the co-decision 
procedure with the European Parliament, is specified in Article 13 CRP, which thereby reflects the 
obligation to state the reasons as  laid down by Article 190 of the EC Treaty (or Article 162 of the 
Euratom  Treaty).  The  preamble  of the  regulation  incorporates  the  features  provided  for  by 
Article  l3 CRP in the order followed therein. 
With  regard  to  citations,  it  should be noted  that  the  legal  bases  of the  regulation and  the  prior 
procedural acts are set out in  that order and preceded by  the words  "Having regard to". 
Citations are followed by recitals which constitute the reasons on which the regulation is based and 
are introduced by the word  "Whereas".  (') 
3.  Structure of Regulations (Article 14 CRP) 
Article 14(1) CRP organizes the enacting terms of the regulation.  It is subdivided as follows: the 
regulation contains articles which may be  grouped into chapters or 'sections.  This rules out any 
other denomination (such as  rule or principle)  for  the  components of the  enacting terms  of the 
regulation. 
To take account of the stipulation in Article 191  of the EC Treaty (or Article 163  of the Euratom 
Treaty) concerning  the  entry into force  of regulations,  Article  14(2)  CRP provides  that  if the 
Council, alone or under the co-decision procedure with the European Parliament, wants a regulation 
to  enter into force  on a date  other than the  20th day  following  its  publication in the  OJ,  it  will 
stipulate the date in the last article of the regulation.  If appropriate, that article will contain details 
concerning application of the regulation. 
e)  With  regard  to  recitals,  the  following  statement  concerning  Articles  13  and  16  CRP, 
published in the OJ,  was entered in the Council minutes: 
- 30-
"The  Council notes the undertaking given by the  Commission  in the Presidency conclusions 
of the  Edinburgh  European  Council  to  justify  in  a  recital  in  each  of its  proposals  the 
relevance of  the proposal with regard to the principle of  subsidiarity. " According to  Article 14(3) CRP,  the  last article of a regulation is  followed by  a form  of words 
reflecting  the  general  scope  and  the  binding  character  of the  regulation  as  provided  for  by 
Article  189 TEC  (or Article  161  of the  Euratom Treaty). 
Finally, the place and date of adoption of the  regulation are  indicated.  Council  regulations are 
normally  "Done at Brussels"  apart from those adopted  in April, June and October, periods during 
which Council meetings are  held  in  Luxembourg C). 
Regulations adopted by  the  European Parliament and the Council under the co-decision procedure 
give Brussels,  Luxembourg or Strasbourg as  the place of signature,  depending on the  case.  Only 
one date of signature is given for those regulations; where the Presidents of the two institutions do 
not sign on the same  day,  the  date of the  last signature will  appear in the regulation. 
The name(s) of the signatory or signatories appears  at  the  end of the enacting terms:  depending 
on the case, the name of the President of the European Parliament (on the left  -hand side at the foot 
of the enacting terms) and that of the President of the Council (on the same line on the right-hand 
side), or else only the name of the President of the Council.  This  is  the layout of the text of the 
regulation as  it appears in the OJ.  The name of the Secretary-General (who, pursuant to Article 11 
CRP, also signs the text of the  Regulation adopted) does not appear in the  OJ. 
4.  Title and form of other acts of secondary legislation (Article 16 CRP) 
Like  Article 12  CRP concerning regulations,  Article 16  CRP organizes the  title, preamble and 
enacting  terms  of  other  Council  acts.  It  therefore  provides  that  directives,  decisions, 
recommendations  and  opinions  should  respectively  include  the  word  "Directive",  "Decision," 
"recommendation" or "opinion" in their titles. 
Article 16 CRP makes no mention, however, of the other features (serial number, date of adoption, 
subject matter) which must be  included in the title of regulations pursuant to Article  12 CRP.  In 
practice,  however, all  Council acts  include  these  features  enabling them  to be  identified. 
(
1
)  For the  Council's places of work,  see  Chapter I,  section  I,  above. 
- 31  -For the  preamble and enacting terms  of directives and  decisions,  Article 16  refers to  Article  13 
and 14 CRP as  applicable to those acts.  (
1
) 
With  regard  to  the  quality of drafting of legislation,  in  its  Resolution of 8 June  1993 f) the 
Council laid down a number of guidelines to make Community legislation as clear, simple, concise 
and understandable as  possible. 
In that Resolution, the Council asked the Council Legal Service to use those guidelines to formulate 
drafting suggestions for the  attention of the  Council  and  its  subsidiary  bodies,  which  frequently 
occurs in practice. 
5.  Title and form of instruments under Titles V and VI TEU (Article 17 CRP) 
Article 17  CRP defines the  title  to  be borne on one  hand  by  common positions and joint actions 
adopted respectively on the basis of Articles J.2 and J.3 TEU (Article 17(1) CRP) and on the other 
hand by common positions, joint actions and conventions on the basis of Article K.3 of the TEU 
(Article 17(2) CRP). 
Apart from the indication of the legal basis, the titles of joint actions and common positions are 
the·same,  whether a field under Title V or Title VI of the TEU  is  concerned,  namely: 
"Common position defined by  the  Council on the basis of Article [J.2 or K.3] of the Treaty 
on European Union"; 
"Joint action adopted  by  the  Council on the  basis of Article [J.3 or K.3)  of the  Treaty  on 
European Union". 
The identical terms which come from  the TEU itself emphasize that a common position or a joint 
action is  of the same nature,  whether adopted within the framework of Title V or Title VL 
(
1
)  For example:  the  wording  concerning  the  general  scope  and  binding character of the  act 
referred  to  in  Article 14(3)  CRP  appears  only  in  regulations;  in  directives,  the  last 
article indicates the  Member State(s) to  which the directive is  addressed. 
e)  Published in OJ No C 166,  17.6.1993, p.  I (Annex VI). 
- 32.-The title of conventions reads as  follows: 
"Convention drawn up on the basis  of Article K.3  of the  Treaty on European Union". 
6.  Publication of acts (Articles 15 and 18 CRP) 
Pursuant to Article  15 CRP, regulations, directives and decisions adopted by the Council under the 
co-decision procedure with the European Pariiament and Council regulations and Council directives 
addressed  to all  the Member States must be published in the  OJ~ 
Publication in. the OJ is a condition of applicability of those acts and their entry into force may be 
subject to  it (Article  191  TEC). 
The task of publishing those acts  is  assigned  to the Council  General  Secretariat, which must also 
ensure publication in  the  OJ. of the  Council's common positions and the  statement of the reasons 
which accompanies those common positions. 
The four last paragraphs of Article  18 CRP state which acts are published in the Official Journal 
of the  European  Communities  and,  where  appropriate,  under  which  Council decision-making 
procedure.  Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of Article  18 CRP concern publication of various acts such as 
common  positions  and  joint  actions,  conventions,  implementing  measures  and  decisions, 
recommendations  and  certain  directives.  Paragraph  6  concerns  the  possible  publication  of 
decisions taken by  a body set up  by  an agreement to which the Community is  party. 
The  OJ  is  divided  into  two  series,  "L"  and  "C",  the  "L"  series  being  itself divided  into  two 
categories  (I  and  II).  Acts  having  a  binding  legal  effect  are  published  in  the  "L"  series. 
Category "L.l"  comprises  acts  whose  publication  is  a  condition  of  their  applicability  and 
category  "L. II"  comprises acts  whose  publication  is  not  a condition of their  applicability.  The 
"C"  series contains information and notices. 
- 33  -The following  acts  are  published  in  the  Official  Journal,  by  a  decision  of the Council acting 
unanimously in each case: 
common positions on the basis of Article J.2 or K.3 TEU (part L.II of the  OJ); 
joint actions on the basis of Article J.3 or K.3  TEU (part L.II of the  OJ); 
measures  implementing  joint  actions  (Article 1.3  or  K.3)  or  conventions  (Article  K.3) 
(part L.II of the OJ); 
other acts,  such as  resolutions or conclusions adopted within the  framework of the TEC or 
the TEU, and recommendations based on Titles V and VI TEU ("C" series of the OJ). 
It is therefore impossible for the Council to put itself under an obligation in advance, by  a general 
decision,  to  publish  all  future  instruments  in  a  particular  field.  Publication of one of the  acts 
mentioned above must be  the  subject of a unanimous decision in each case.  The Council may, 
however,  ensure  publication  of  a  body  of  instruments  adopted  in  the  past,  by  unanimous 
decision.  (')  It  is  also  possible  to  provide  in  a statement that when adopting acts  in  a specific 
field,  the Council will decide in principle that they will be published except in cases where, at the 
request of one of its members, the Council notes that the unanimity required by Article  18(3) CRP 
has  not been secured.  (Z) 
The following acts are published in the Official Journal  following a decision by the Council 
acting unanimously: 
directives other than those referred  to  in  Article 191(1) and  (2) TEC,  i.e. directives  which 
are  not  adopted  by  the  co-decision  procedure  and  directives  which  are  not  of general 
application (part L.II of the  OJ); 
decisions other than those adopted by  the co-decision procedure (part L.Il of the OJ); 
(
1
)  See  the  Decision adopted by  the  Council at  its  meeting on 23  November 1995 to  publish a 
number of acts and other texts adopted in the field of asylum and immigration since the entry 
into force of the TEU. 
e)  See statement in the Council minutes of 23 November 1995 on acts in the field of asylum and 
immigration. 
- 34-recommendations based on the EC Treaty (part L.II of the OJ); 
conventions  other than  those  provided  for  by  Article K.3  TEU  (such  as  those  based  on 
Article 220 of the EC Treaty) ("C" series of the  OJ with, on their entry into force,  mention 
of that entry  into  force  in  the  "L"  and  "C"  series  of the  OJ,  with  reference  to  the  serial 
number of the  "C" series OJ in  which the "text of the convention was  published). 
With  regard  to  those  conventions,  pursuant  to  Article  18(5)  CRP it  is  also  possible  to  publish 
conventions which have  not  been  signed  by  all  the Member States  (Article  18(5) CRP refers to 
conventions "signed between the Member States" and not to conventions signed by all the Member 
States).  Publication  covers  the  texts  of the  conventions,  including  the  recitals  and  the  final 
provisions, and the date and place of their opening for signature ct). 
The following are published in the Official Journal following a decision by the Council acting by 
a  simple majority when the  international agreement concerned is  concluded: 
decisions taken by  any body set up  by  an agreement concluded between the EC and one or 
more States or international organizations (part L.II of the OJ). 
In this  connection, the Council  agreed  at its  meeting on  19  and  20  December 1994 that,  when 
future cooperation or association agreements were concluded which provided for a body vested with 
powers of decision, the decisions of that body would be published in the Official Journal.  It also 
decided  to  instruct  the  representatives  of the  Communities  to  enter  into  negotiations  with  the 
representatives of the States concerned to  secure their agreement to  such publication. 
C)  Certain conventions, such as the Brussels Convention of 27  September 1968 on Jurisdiction 
and  the  Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and  Commercial Matters  or the  Convention of 
10  March  1995  on Simplified  Extradition  Procedure  between  the  Member  States  of the 
European Union, are accompanied by  an  explanatory report which  is  also published in the 
"C"  series of the  OJ.  That report is  generally drafted by  an expert who  took part  in  the 
negotiations for the convention. 
- 35  -The following acts are automatically published in the Official Journal, without a prior decision by 
the Council ct): 
conventions based on Article K.3 TEU ("C" series of the OJ, with their entry into force being 
indicated at that time in the  "L" and  "C" series of the OJ,  with reference being made to the 
serial number of the  "C"  series OJ in which the text of the  convention was published).  By 
analogy, the Council decision drawing up that convention is  also published; 
regulations, directives and decisions adopted by the co-decision procedure (see Article 191(1) 
TEC) (part L.I of the OJ); 
Council or Commission regulations (see Article 191(2) TEC) (part L.l of the OJ); 
Council or Commission directives  addressed  to  all  the  Member States  (see  Article 191(2) 
TEC) (part L.l of the OJ); 
common positions and  statements of reasons  for  acts  adopted by  the  co-decision procedure 
(Article 189b TEC) and by  the  cooperation procedure (Article 189c TEC). 
7.  Notification of acts (Article 18 CRP) 
The first two paragraphs of Article  18  CRP  instruct the Secretary-General of the  Council,  or a 
Director-General. acting on his behalf, to  give notification of or transmit a number of acts  to  the 
Member States and the Commission. 
Under paragraph 1,  the  Secretary-General  of the Council  or a  Director-General  acting  on his 
behalf notifies the addressees of the  following acts: 
ct)  The  obligation of publication by  the  Secretary-General  laid  down  in  the  first  sentence  of 
Article 15  CRP applies  by  analogy  to  international  agreements  which  are  binding  on  the 
institutions and the Member States,  have  legal effects  in  all  the Member States and create 
rights for individuals which they can invoke in  legal proceedings. 
- 36 -Council directives other than those  referred to  in  Article  191(2) TEC,  i.e.  directives which 
are  not  addressed  to all the Member States (directives which are  not of general application); 
Council.decisions; 
Council recommendations; 
common positions of the  Council on the  basis.of Articles .J.2 or K.3 TEU; 
joint actions of the Council on the basis of Articles J.2 or K.3 TEU. 
Under  paragraph  2,  the  Secretary-General  or a  Director-General  acting  on  his 'behalf sends 
authentic  copies  of the  following  acts  to  the  Governments  of the  Member  States  and  to  the 
Commission: 
directives which are not of general application; 
Council decisions; 
Council recommendations. 
For all  acts  which have not been mentioned, the practice  is  to  inform the Member States and  the 
Commission. 
Pursuant to the possible delegation of the  Secretary-General's powers to  the Directors-General of 
the Council Secretariat, by Decision No 351184 of 11  April 1984, the Secretary-General authorized 
the  Directors-General  or,  if prevented  from  attending  to  their duties,  the  Directors  in  order of 
seniority  in  the  Directorate-General  concerned,  to  sign  on  his  behalf  the  notifications  and 
communications of Council acts provided for  in the first two paragraphs of Article 18 CRP  within 
the  fields of competence of the  respective Directorates-General. 
- 37 - 3R' Chapter IV - Structure of the Council 
1.  Coreper and committees or working parties (Articles 19 and 20 CRP) 
The Permanent Representatives Committee (Coreper) was originally set up by the CRP in 1958, 
modelled on  the  Coordination Committee (COCOR)  in  the  field  of the  ECSC Treaty.  The  two 
bodies were merged in 1967 by Article 4 of the Merger Treaty, which mentioned Coreper for the 
first time within the framework of the Treaties. 
As  indicated by its name, Coreper is composed of the Permanent Representatives of the  Member 
States to the European Union.  Since 1962, however, Coreper has been divided into two parts, the 
first composed of Deputy Permanent Representatives and  the second composed of the Permanent 
Representatives themselves.  Coreper' s division into two parts is  reflected in  the first sentence of 
Article  19(3) CRP concerning the chairing of Coreper meetings. 
Coreper (Part 1)  prepares  the work of a large number of Council meetings (agriculture,  internal 
market,  labour  and  social  affairs,  environment,  transport,  energy,  fisheries,  education,  etc.). 
Coreper (Part 2)  prepares  the  work of the  General  Affairs (external economic relations,  CFSP, 
institutional  and  general  affairs),  Economic  and  Financial  Affairs,  Justice  and  Home  Affairs, 
Budget, Development meetings,  etc. 
Coreper  "is  responsible  for preparing  the  work  of the  Council  and  for  carrying  out the  tasks 
assigned to  it by  the Council"  (Article 151(1) TEC,  included in the first sentence of Article 19(1) 
CRP).  (1)  Coreper's main role is  to  coordinate the work of the  various Council meetings and  to 
endeavour to  reach agreement at its  level to  be submitted to the Council for adoption. 
Its coordinating role  is  essential for ensuring  the  consistency of the  work of the Council  which, 
while  being  a  single  legal  entity,  holds  about  twenty  kinds  of specialized  meetings  (Transport 
Council, Internal Market Council, Environment Council, etc.).  Coreper is responsible for ensuring 
( 1)  The wording of Article 30(1) of the ECSC Treaty and  Article 121(1) of the Euratom Treaty 
is  the  same. 
- 39 -suitable presentation of the dossiers  to  the  Council.  It  prepares all  Council discussions,  assesses 
the. aspects of the dossiers and defines the  options available. 
Coreper's role is  also essential as  a body enabling agreement to be reached at its  level  that will in 
general-be confirmed  by  the  Council.  In  December  1974,  the  Heads  of State and  Government 
strengthened that role by  agreeing to give the Permanent Representatives  "greater latitude so that 
only the .most important political problems need be discussed in the Council". 
Coreper' s central role  is illustrated by  the fact that all the  items included on the Council's agenda 
must be  examined  beforehand by  Coreper  (Part  1 or 2)  unless,  in  an  emergency,  the  Council 
·.decides unanimously to consider the matter without prior examination or Coreper itself has decided 
(by a simple majority) to  refrain from prior examination (Article  19(1) CRP). 
It should,  however, be  emphasized that broad conclusions worked out by  Coreper can always be 
called into question by the Council, which alone has decision-making power.  Coreper is  therefore 
neither-an EU institution nor a decision-making body with its own powers.  It is a preparatory body 
or,  as  recently described by  the  Court of Justice,  "an  auxiliary body of the Council, for which it 
carries our preparation and implementation  work.  Coreper 's junction of carrying out the tasks 
assigned to it by the Council does not give it the power to take decisions which belongs, under the 
Treaty,  to the Council".  C) 
With  regard  to  its functioning Coreper,  Part 2 and  Part 1,  is  presided over respectively  by  the 
'Permanent Representative  and  the  Deputy Permanent Representative of the 'Member State which 
holds the  Presidency (first sentence of Article 19(3) CRP). 
:Coreper's agenda,  like 'the Council's, is divided into two parts:  I and II.  Part I,  like part "A"  of 
the Council's agenda,  includes items which do no't  in principle require discussion whereas Part II, 
like Part "B"  of the Council's agenda,  implies discussion.  If  Coreper reaches agreement on a "II" 
item on its agenda, that item will therefore become an  "A"  item on the  Council's agenda. 
(
1
)  Paragraphs  26  and  27  of the judgment of 19  March  1996,  Case  C-25/94  Commission  v 
·Council (not .yet published). 
- 40-Coreper, Parts 1 and 2, holds meetings every week.  Preparations for its  work are made the  day 
before by  the personal assistants of the  Coreper members who meet respectively  under the  name 
of the  Mertens Group for  Coreper Part  1 and  the  Antici Group  for Coreper Part 2.  The Antici 
Group (named after its first Chairman) was set up in 1975 to review the agendas for Coreper Part 2 
and  settle  technical  and  organizational  details.  That  preparatory  stage  also  sometimes makes  it 
possible  to  have  an  initial  idea  of the  positions  which  the  various  delegations  will  adopt  at  the 
Coreper meeting.  l)le Mertens Group (also named after its first Chairman) was set up for the same 
purpose in  1993. 
The  Treaties  set  up  certain  specific  committees  responsible  for  coordinating  activities  in  a 
particular field.  However, given the institutional unity provided for in Article C TEU, as reflected 
in Articles 1.11  and K.8 TEU (which render applicable to  Titles V and  VI  various  provisions of 
the TEC,  in  particular Article  151), those committees are  without prejudice to  Coreper's central 
role.  Each  provision  of the  Treaty  setting  up  one  of those  committees  specifically  reserves 
application of Article 151 TEC, i.e. Coreper's general responsibility for preparing the work of the 
Council.  Reports  from  those  committees  must  be  available  in  good  time  prior to  the  Coreper 
meeting at which they are to be examined (Article 20 CRP). 
Unless the Council decides otherwise, those committees are  chaired by  a delegate of the Member 
State  which  holds  the  Presidency  (second  sentence  of Article  19(3)  CRP).  However,  for  the 
preparation of meetings of Council  compositions which  meet  only once during the first half of a 
six-monthly period,  the  meetings of those committees held during the  preceding six months may 
be chaired by  a delegate of the Member State which will hold the Presidency during the following 
six months (last sentence of Article 19(3) CRP).  Use  has  not been made of that possibility. 
The Monetary Committee, set up by  Article  l09c TEC, is  responsible for keeping under review 
the  monetary  and  financial  situation of the  Member States  and may  deliver opinions.  It is  also 
responsible,  without prejudice to Article 151  TEC, for contributing to  the preparation of the  work 
of the Council in various fields such as safeguard measures with regard to movement of capital or 
other aspects, coordination of Member States' economic policies, etc.  A specific reminder of that 
- 41  -Committee's special role  is given in a footnote to Article  19 CRP.  Its chairmanship is  not subject 
to the  normal rules of rotation every six  months (
1
). 
A special committee (known as  the  Article 113 Committee) was  set up  by  Article 113(3) TEC. 
That Committee has  the task of assisting the  Commission when,  having received authorization by 
the Council, it conducts negotiations to conclude an international agreement within the  framework 
of common commercial policy. 
The Political Committee, set up by Article J.8(5) TEU, is composed of the Political Directors of 
Member States'  Ministries of Foreign Affairs.  That Committee  is' a  body  for  consultation and 
conciliation which monitors and analyses the international situation and its development in the areas 
covered by CFSP.  It contributes to the definition of policies by delivering opinions, all of which 
is without prejudice to Article  151  TEC. 
The coordinating committee in the fields covered by Title VI TEU (known as the K.4 Committee), 
set up by  Article K.4 TEU,  gives  opinions  and contributes  to  the  preparation  of the  Council's 
discussions  in  the fields covered by  Title VI  TEU  and  the  areas  referred to in Article  lOOc  TEC 
(visas), all of which is  without prejudice to  Article  151  TEC. 
Mention may also be made of the Special Committee on Agriculture (SCA), set up in May 1960, 
which  is  specifically  responsible  for  preparing  many  matters  falling  within  the  scope  of the 
Agriculture Council.  That Committee therefore plays the same role  in very technical agricultural 
spheres  as  Coreper does  in the  other spheres.  The  items  which  it  has  examined  are  therefore 
included directly on the  agendas for the  Agriculture Council. 
To help in preparing the Council's work, Coreper may issue instructions for setting up committees 
or working parties (Article 19(2) CRP).  Those working parties are composed of delegates from 
each Member State.  They may  be more or less permanent as  required.  To date, Coreper has set 
up approximately 200 working parties in  the  various areas of the  Council's activities. 
e)  Pursuant to Article 7 of that Committee's rules of procedure, the Chairman is  appointed by 
the Committee itself from among its  members.  His term of office consists of two years and 
may  be  renewed (see Council Decision of 18  March  1958, OJ  No  17,  6 October 1958). 
- 42-As with the  committees set up  by  the Treaties, these committees and working parties are chaired, 
unless  Coreper  decides  otherwise,  by  a  delegate  of the  Member  State  which  will  hold  the 
Presidency during the following six months (last sentence of Article 19(3) CRP).  When preparing 
for a meeting of a Council composition which meets only once during the first half of a six-month 
period, the meetings of committees and working parties held during the preceding six months may, 
however,  be chaired by  a delegate of the Member State which will hold the Presidency during the 
following  six months (last sentence of Article  19(3) CRP). 
Reports from Council committees and working parties must be  available in good time prior to  the 
Coreper meeting at which they are to be examined.  It is the task of the Presidency, assisted by the 
General Secretariat,  to  organize and plan the  meetings of the various working parties.  To do  so, 
before the start of its six-monthly Presidency,  it draws  up  a timetable of the  meetings it plans to 
hold.  That  timetable  must  be  adjusted  in  accordance  with  the  progress  of  proceedings 
(Article 20 CRP). 
If a working  party  reaches  agreement on  a dossier,  the  item concerned  is  included  in  Part I of 
Coreper's agenda  and  subsequently  in  Part  "A"  of the  Council's agenda.  However,  this  never 
prevents any of the members of Coreper and  subsequently the  Council, or the Commission,  from 
expressing their opinions when those  items are  being approved and to  have  statements entered in 
the  Council minutes  (Article  2(6)  CRP),  or even to  retract  their delegation's earlier provisional 
agreement. 
2.  The Secretary-General and the Council General Secretariat (Article 21  CRP) 
At its  first meeting in September 1952, the  ECSC Council set up  a secretariat under the direction 
of a Secretary-GeneraL  When the two  EC  and Euratom Treaties entered into  force,  the  General 
Secretariat  extended  its  activities  accordingly.  The  Secretariat and  the  Secretary-General  were 
therefore mentioned in the successive versions of the Council's Rules of Procedure until the Treaty 
on European Union added an explicit reference to the Secretary-General and the General Secretariat 
in Article  151(2) TEC C). 
C)  The wording of Article 30(2) of the  ECSC Treaty and Article 121(2) of the Euratom Treaty 
is  the same. 
- 43-Article 21(1) and the first subparagraph of Article 21(2) CRP replicate  the  text of Article 151(2) 
TEC.  The principle of the single Council  therefore also applies to  its  General  Secretariat,  which 
assists  the Council  and  its .preparatory bodies  in  all  their activities,  including  those provided for 
under Titles V.and VI TEU (CFSP and JHA). 
The Secretary-General of the Council is  appointed by  the  Council unanimously (in general  for 
a renewable  period of five  years).  He  is  in  charge  of the  General  Secretariat and,  under  the 
Council's authority, takes all  necessary steps to ensure its proper functioning.  Mr J  iirgen Trumpf 
has occupied the post of Secretary-General since July  1994. 
At the  time of the appointment of his predecessor,  Mr Ersbell,  in  1980, the Council emphasized 
in the  recitals of its Decision,  (
1
)  the great  importance of the  office of Secretary-General for  the 
proper functioning of the Council, in addition to the necessary contribution of the members of the 
Council  and  the  Presidency.  One  of those  recitals  lists  the  aspects  necessary  for such  proper 
functioning and  hence the  role that the  Secretary-General  is  required  to  play  in  this  context.  It 
mentions: 
continuity in the  work of the  Council during successive Presidencies; 
coordination of the work of the Council in its  various formations; 
coherence in the work of the subsidiary bodies of the Council; 
efforts to·produce more Council decisions by compromise through preparatory contacts with 
delegations; 
significant alleviation of the  Council's  workload  by  way  of preliminary  agreement  being 
reached in  Coreper on a larger number of issues. 
In principle, "the  Secretary-General attends all  Coreper (Part 2) meetings and all Council meetings 
prepared by Coreper (Part 2) and all European Council meetings.  His role is essentially to ensure 
the continuity and progress of the Council's work and to advise the  Council.  Under Article 25(1) 
CRP the Secretary-General, acting on instructions from the Presidency, may represent the  Council 
before European Parliament committees. 
(
1
)  Decision 80/918/EEC, Euratom,  ECSC of 26  September  1980,  OJ  No  L 261,  4.10.1980, 
p.  16. 
-44-The CRP also mentions the Secretary-General on a number of occasions either as the the depositary 
of information  or documents  (names  and  functions  of officials  accompanying  members  of the 
Council and of the Commission (Article 4(3) CRP) or international conventions (Article 24 CRP), 
or as the forwarder of documents (for publication in the  Official Journal (Article 15  CRP) or for 
notification to the Member States and the Commission (Article 18  CRP), or as the signatory, beside 
the  President, of the minutes of Council meetings (Article 9(1) CRP)). 
Finally,  the  Secretary-General  is  responsible  for  submitting to  the  Council  every  year the  draft 
estimates  of the Council's expenditure and,  in  accordance  with  the  Financial Regulation of the 
European Communities, he  administers the  funds placed at the  Council's disposal (Article 21(3) 
and  (4) CRP). 
It emerges from Article 151(2) TEC and  Article 21(1) CRP that the General Secretariat's main 
task  is  to  assist  the  Council  and  its  preparatory  bodies  in  all  their  activities,  including  those 
provided for by Titles V and VI of the  TEU (CFSP and JHA) (single General Secretariat).  The 
General  Secretariat  is  at  the  service  of the  Council,  which  decides  on  its  organization.  It is 
independent and impartial with regard  to  both the  members of the  Council and  its  Presidency. 
The  General  Secretariat  is  both  the  Council's  "registrar"  (by  the drafting  of records,  material 
organization and planning of meetings,  production,  translation and circulation of documents and 
their archiving) and  its adviser.  The  Secretariat also assists  the  Presidency of the  Council  in  its 
work. 
The various  aspects  mentioned above concerning the role of the  Secretary-General  (Decision of 
4 October 1980) as  necessary for the proper functioning of the Council also apply to the role of the 
General  Secretariat.  The  penultimate  recital  of the  above  Decision,  moreover,  mentions  the 
General Secretariat. 
The General  Secretariat,  which employs  approximately  2  500 officials  and  other staff who are 
nationals of EU Member States, is divided into ten Directorates-General (A to J)  in addition to the 
Secretary-General's private office and the Council Legal ServiCe.  The latter has the right and the 
duty to  intervene when it considers it necessary, orally or in writing, both at the  level of working 
- 45-parties and committees and at the level of Coreper or the Council.  It also represents the Council 
before the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance(). 
On  30  January  1995,  on  the  basis  of  Article 21(2)  CRP,  the  Secretary-General  adopted 
Decision 24/95 on measures for  the  protection of classified information applicable to the General 
Secretariat  of the  Council.  The  aim  of the  Decision  is  to  introduce  rules  and  procedures  to 
guarantee  the  protection  and  security  of certain  documents  handled  or  prepared  within  the 
Directorates-General of the Secretariat and the departments concerned.  The criterion adopted for 
classification is  not the principle of circulation but that of security.  The classification levels are: 
"SECRET",  "CONFIDENTIEL" and  "RESTREINT".  A definition of each level is  given in the 
Decision.  "LIMITE" has become the  most common classification. 
(')  See Council Decision of 12 June 1989 delegating the power to appoint agents to  represent the 
Council before the Court of Justice. 
- 46-Chapter V - Other provisions 
1.  Security (Article 23 CRP) 
Article 23  CRP provides that the  rules on security shall  be  adopted by the Council.  No use  has 
yet been made of that article.  (I) 
2.  Depositary of agreements (Article 24 CRP) 
As permitted by Article 76 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, the Secretary-General 
of the  Council  is  sometimes designated  as  the  depositary  of treaties,  conventions or agreements 
concluded  by  the  Communities:  it  is  in  fact  the  Council,  not  the  Commission,  which  generally 
concludes international agreements on behalf of the  Communities (see Article 228  TEC). 
The duties of a depositary of international agreements are laid down both by general texts (United 
Nations Charter and  subsequent texts and Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties) and by  the 
texts  of specific agreements designating depositaries.  The  latter are  either one of the  Member 
States parties to the agreement concerned or the Secretary-General of an international organization 
party to the agreement or under the aegis of which  the  agreement was  signed and  concluded. 
At present,  within the Council General  Secretariat,  the duties of the depositary of agreements are 
performed mainly  by  the  Agreements  Office set  up  on  15  June  1978,  which  forms  part of the 
General Coordination Department.  Three types of duties are carried out:  f) 
that of depositary strictly speaking,  i.e. mainly  involving the  production of the  texts of acts 
to  be  concluded  and  certified  copies  and  their  forwarding  to  the  parties  concerned;  the 
centralization  of all  information  concerning  acts  which  have  been  signed  (ratifications, 
notifications,  acts  of accession,  etc.)  and  their  forwarding  to  the  parties  concerned;  and 
registration of all  such information: 
( 1)  For measures to protect classified information, see  last paragraph of section 2 of Chapter IV. 
e)  Some  of  the  depositary's  duties  are  performed  by  other  departments  of  the  General 
Secretariat. 
- 47-duties connected with protocol (in particular at the time of signature); 
printing of the texts. 
3.  Representation of the Council before the European Parliament (Article 25 CRP) 
The  first  sentence  of Article 25(1)  CRP  provides  that  the  Council  may  be  represented  by  the 
Presidency before the European Parliament.  The principle is  therefore  that of representation  by 
the  Presidency at the  level  to  be defined by  it.  The CRP also provide that the  Council may  be 
represented by  "any other of its  members". 
However,  if the Presidency considers  it desirable,  it may instruct the Secretary-General or senior 
officials of the General Secretariat to represent the Council before the European Parliament and its 
committees.  The  instructions  do  not  need  to  be  formal;  clear  and  precise  statement  of the 
Presidency's intention is  sufficient. 
The General  Secretariat has  issued  instructions within the  Secretariat for  implementation of that 
provision.  When representing the  Council, an official of the  General Secretariat must therefore 
avoid entering into any commitment whatsoever on behalf of the Presidency or the Council unless 
he has clear and explicit instructions to  that effect. 
In  order  to  comply  with  the  CRP,  which  restrict  the  possibility  of  representation  to  the 
Secretary-General  or  senior  officials,  the  Council  must  in  principle  be  represented  by  the 
Secretary-General and/or a Director-General  (exceptionally a Director).  The Secretary-General 
himself normally represents the CounciL  If he is unable to do so, he designates an official for the 
purpose.  If the  Presidency requests an  official directly,  the  latter informs the  Secretary-General 
as  soon  as  possible  through  his  immediate  superior  in  order  to  obtain  the  Secretary-General's 
authorization. 
Directorate-General F is  informed beforehand of any appearance before the  European Parliament 
in order to ensure the best possible coordination and to enable appearance to be prepared. 
- 48-In  the  case  of temporary  Committees  of Inquiry  set  up  by  the  European  Parliament  under 
Article 138c TEC C),  the  Council may  be  required to designate an official to appear before the 
Committee of Inquiry on behalf of the Council (Article 3(3) of the Decision of 6 April 1995).  The 
Council may designate an official of the General Secretariat for that purpose.  The latter will speak 
only as  instructed by the  Council ('). 
4.  Correspondence (Article 26 CRP) 
Article 26 CRP provides that correspondence to  the Council is sent to the President at the address 
of the Council.  Correspondence addressed to the Presidency of the Council must be forwarded to 
all  members of the Council.  The above Decision of 12 December 1992 (l) provides that the seat 
J 
of the  Council  is  in Brussels and that Council  meetings  are  held  in  Luxembourg  in  April,  June 
and October.  Since its  removal  to  the  new Justus Lipsius building, the  Council's address is: 
Council of the European Union 
rue  de  Ia Loi,  175 
1048 BRUSSELS (Belgium) 
****** 
(')  The  detailed  proviSIOns  for  which  were  laid  down  by  the  Decision  of  the  European 
Parliament, the Council and the Commission of 6 March  1995, OJ No L 78, 6.4.1995, p.  1. 
(')  See for example the designation of an official of the General Secretariat in September 1996 
for the  temporary Committee of Inquiry into BSE. 
C)  See OJ No C 341, 23.12.1992, p.  1, quoted in Chapter I,  section 1. 
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COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 0  December  1993 
adopting  the  Council's  Rules  oi  Procedure 
;93/662/EC 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPE.~N !.iNION. 
Having  regard  to  rhe  Treaty  estabLishing  the  European  Communir;r,  and  in  ?arcicuiar 
Article  151  (3)  thereof.  · 
Having regard  to the Treaty establishing ~he Europe~m Coai  and Steel  Community. ;1nd  in 
particular Anicle  30  (3)  thereoi, 
Having regard  to the Treaty establishing ~he Europe:m _-\.mmic  Energy Cvmmuniry, and in 
particular Article  121  (3)  thereof, 
HAS  DECIDED  .\S  FOLLOWS: 
Sole  Artidt: 
The  Rules  of  Procedure  at the  Council  oi  .24  July  1.979.  ·Js  1mendeci on  20  ..Juiy  198'7". 
shall be  rep~aced by the following, which shaH  eme~ imo force on 7 December I  ;193 : 
"RULES  OF  PROCEDURE  OF  THE  COUNCIL 
ANNEX I 
'Jo  L  304!1 
Article 
l.  The  CounciJ  sftall  meet  whe:1  convened  by  its 
President on his own initiative or at the request of one of 
its  members  or  of  the  Commission. 
In  excepriona!  circumstances  and  for  dulv  substantiated 
re:1sons.  the  Council.  acting  unanimously,·  may decide  to 
hold  J.  meeting  elsewhere. 
2.  The President shall make known rhe  dates which he 
envisages for meetings of the Cauncl during his pe!'iad oi 
office  as  President,.  seven  momhs  betore  the  begtnning 
thereof. 
.....  rn  accordance  wnh  the  Dec:sicn  :JKe~ Jv  ,::)mrr.on 
agreement  be~een  .:he,  3.:yrese~:J[i  ....  :e~s . .- .;r  :he 
Governments  or  the  .Ytemoe:  .::t.:l~es  Jn  ~- :..Je-:::r.c·~!" 
!992 on  the  basis  of the  ~e~evanr .  .l..rtic:es  .Ji  ~nc Tre·:mes 
:::stabiishing  the  European  ~Jmmuniries.  ~he  C.::uncii 
:ihail  have  its  sear  in  Brusseis.  Curing  the  :nomh:i  Ji 
:\pril.  .June  and  October,  che  C..JUnc:i  shaH  :told  us 
meetings  in  Luxembourg. 
.-irride  ~ 
The  Presldem  ~hail drnw  u~ ;:he  ?rovisional  Jgenda 
~or  =:1c;,  :nee~insz. The  Jge!lda iiuil ·Je  je:lt  -:a  the  .Jther 
:ne:1;.:.-,e:s  Jt  :he-C-::unc::-JnJ.  :c  :;,.e  C:Jmmission  u  :east 
:~ ·Ja:-'s  .;e::ore  :~e  '.::eg!:-tninl?  ~r  :,'it:  :nc~~1ng. 
-:-:--:.e  ::rc.,·ts:cm.i  .lgt::-:cia  ~0.aii  ~·'Jmam  ·:he  ire:m;.  'O 
~e~ot:c::  ·.)[·  ·;vfnc~  ,l  .::e::::J_uesr  ior  .r~clus1on  )n  :he  J.genda. 
:cge:he: virh  Jnv  -..1ocumenrs  :-eiating  ~he:ero.  has  be~:1 
~e·.::::ve·.J. jv :he  G.::::-~er:1l  Secrerariilc  :'ro-m  J.  ;nember oi  the 
Council  o~ irom  the  Commission  ar  le:1sr  16  Javs  beiore 
~he  beginning  oi  th:Jt  meeting.  · 
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The  provisional  agenda  shall  also  indicate  the  items  on 
which  the  Presidency,  a  member of  the  Council  or  the 
Commission  may  request  a  vme. 
3.  Only items in respect of which the documents have 
been  sent  to  the  members  of  the  Council  and  to  the 
Commission  at  the  (3[est  bv  the  date  on  which  the 
provisional agenda is  sent may' be placed on that agenda. 
4.  The  General  Secretariat  shall  tr.:Jnsmlt  to  the 
members of the Council and to the Commission requescs 
for  the inclusion of items in  the  Jgenda. documents and 
indications concerning voting relating  thereto  in  respect 
of  which  the  time  limits  specified  above  were  not 
respected. 
5.  The agenda  shall  be  adopted  by  the  Council at  the 
beginning of  each  meeting. The inclusion in  the  agenda 
of :10  item other than those appearing on the  provisional 
agenda  shaH  require  unanimity  in  the  CounciL  Items 
entered  in  this  way  may  be  put  m  the  vote. 
6.  The provisional  agenda shall  be  divided  into Part A 
and  Part  B.  Items  for  which  approval  of  the  Council  is 
possible  without  discussion  shaH  be  included  in  P::1n  .A. 
but this  does  not exclude  the possibility  oi any  member 
of  the  Council  or  of  the  Commission  expressing  an 
opinion  at  the  time  of  the  approval  of  these  items  and 
having  statements  included  in  the  minutes. 
7.  However. an  ~A  ..  item shall  be withdrawn  from  the 
agenda, unless the Council decides otherwise, if a position 
on an "A" item might lead to  further discussion thereof or 
if  a  member  oi  the  Council  or  the  Commission  so 
requescs. 
ifrticle 3 
Subject to the provisions of Anicle 7 on  the delegation of 
voting rights,  a member of the Council who  is  prevented 
from attending a meeting may a~nge  to be  represented. 
Article  J 
I.  Meetings  of the Council shall  not  be  public except 
in  the  cases  referred  to  in  Article  6. 
.!.  The  Commission  shall  be  invited  co  cake  part  in 
meetings  of  the  Council.  The  Council  may,  however. 
decide  to  deliberate  without  ~he  presence  o[  the 
Commission. 
3.  The  members  of  :.:he  C;)uncil  ·1nu  ·)i  ~he 
Commission may  be  accompanied  ;:,y  ·Jific:ais  who  "Jssist 
rht::m.  The number oi such otfic1ais  m:.~v be  laid  down  bv 
:he  CounciL  ·  . 
The  names  and  functions  oi  such  officials  shall  be 
notified  in  ildvance  to  the  Secrerary-Genernl. 
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4.  Admission  to  meetings  of  the  Council  shall  be 
subject  to  the  production  of  a  pass. 
Artide  5 
I.  Without  prejudice  to  Article  7  (5)  and  othe' 
applicable  provisions,  the  deliberations  of  the  Councii 
:;hall  be covered  by  the obligation oi  proiessional sec:ec.-, 
exce?t  in  "iO  filr  as  the  Council  decides  otherwise. 
Where the record of a vote  in  Council  is  made public in 
Jccordance  with  Article  7  (5).  the  explanations  ot  vote 
made when  the vote was  taken shall also  be made pubiic 
at  the  request  of the Council  members  concerned.  with 
due  regard  for  these  Rules  of  Procedure,  legal  cenainry 
and  the  interests  of  the  Council. 
2.  The CouncH may authorize the production ai :1  copy 
or  an  e::cuact  from  i[S  minutes  tor  use  ln  !ezai 
proceedings.  ' 
Artidt 6 
i.  The  Council  shaH  hold  policy  debates  on  the 
six-monthly  work  programme  submitted  by  the 
Presidency  ancL  if  appropriate.  on  the  Commission's 
annual  work  programme.  These  debates  shall  be  the 
5Ubject  of  public  retransmission  by  audiovisual  means. 
2..  The  Council  mav  decide  unanimouslv  and  on  a 
c:1se-by-case basis  that ;orne of its other deba,tes  are  m be 
the  subj~ct  retransmission  by  audiovisual  means.  :n 
particular where they concern an important issue affecting 
the  interests oi the Union or an  important new  legisla[!ve 
proposal. To that end. it shall  be  for  the Presidencv. anv 
member of  the  Council.  or  the  Commission  to  p~opcs~ 
issues  or  specific  subjects  for  such  a  debate. 
Article  i 
I.  The  Council  shall  vote  on  the  initiative·  oi  i[S 
President 
The  President  shall.  furthermore,  be  required  to  open  a 
voting  procedure  on  the  initiative  of  a  member at  the 
Council  or of  the  Commission,  provided that a  majorirv 
of  the  Council's  members  so  decides.  · 
2.  The members of the  Council shall vote  in the order 
oi  the  Member  States  laid  down  in  Article  li oi  the 
Tre::u:y  establishing  the  Europe::m  Coal  ::1nd  Steei 
Community (ECSC), .-\rticle 146 ot the Treatv estabiishinll 
the  European  Community fEq  and  Artid~  i 16  :>[  :h; 
T:-e:uy  ~stablishing  the:  Eurooc:an  .--\tomic  E:1.e:zv 
CJmmuniry  :EAEC),  beginning  ~ith  che  :nembt>:- .,~-~. 
:.1c:ording  ~c  ~hat Jrder.  ioilows  rhe  :nembc:- i1cidin-2  :he 
Jifice  u[  P:-esident.  ~ 
3.  Delegation or the right m vote  mav  cJniv  be  :n::tcie  :a 
.mother  member  or  the  Council.  .  . 
4.  The  presence  oi  six  me::mbers  ot  the  Caunc:l  :s 
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5.  The  record  of  the  votes  shall  be  made  public : 
when  the  Council  is  acting  as  legisJamr  within  the 
meaning  of  the  term  given  in  the  ~-\nnex  to  these 
Rules  of  Procedure.  unless  the  Council  decides 
otherwise.  This  rule  shall  apply  when  the  Council 
adopts a common position pursuant to  :-\.rtide  189b or 
I89c  of  the  Treaty  establishmg  the  European 
Community, 
- when they are cast by the members of the Council or 
their  representatives  on  the  Conciliation  Committee 
set up  by  Anicle  189b of the Treaty establishing the 
European  Community, 
- when the Council acts  pursuant to  Titles V and VI  of 
the  Treaty  on  European  Union  by  a  unanimous 
Council  decision  taken  at  the  request  of  one  of  its 
members, 
in  other  cases.  bv  Council  decision  taken  at  the 
request  of  one  of.  its  members. 
Artide 8 
I.  A.cts  of  the  Council  on  an  urgent  matter  may  be 
adopted  by  a  written  vote  where  the  Council  or  the 
Committee of Permanent Representatives of the Member 
States  (Coreper)  referred  to  in  Anicle  30  of  the  ECSC 
Treaty,  Arricle  151  of the  EC Treaty and Article  121  of 
the  EAEC  Treaty,  unanimously  de•:ides  to  use  that 
procedure.  In  special  circumstances,  the  President  may 
also  propose  the  use  of that  procedure ;  i~ such  a  case. 
written  votes  may  be  used  where  al1  members  of  the 
Council  agree  to  that  procedure. 
2.  Furthermore, agreement by  the Commission to  the 
use of that procedure shall be required where  the  wriuen 
vote  is  on  a  matter which  the  Commission  has brought 
before  the  CounciL 
3.  A summary of acts adopted by the written procedure 
shall  be  drawn  up  every  month. 
4.  On the initiative of che  Presidency, the Council may 
aJso  act  fof  the  purpose  of  implementing  the  common 
foreign  and  security  policy  by  means  of  the  simplified 
written procedure (Coreu).  In that case the  proposal shall 
be deemed  to  be  adopted  at  the  end  of  the  period  laid 
down  by the Presidency depending on the urgency ot the 
maner, except where a member of the Council objects. 
The  General  Secretariat  shaH  establish  ;:har  ;:he 
written  procedures  have  been  com  pieted. · 
.!mcle  9 
I.  Minutes  of  each  meeting  shaH  be  drawn  up  and, 
when approved, shall be signed by the President-in-Oiiice 
at the time of such approval and by the Secretary-General. 
The minutes shaiJ  as  a general rule indicate in respect of 
each  item  on  the _agenda : 
- the  documents  submitted  ro  the  Council, 
- the decisions taken or the conclusions reached bv the 
Council.  · 
- the statements made bv the Council and those whose 
entry has been  request~d by a member oi the Council 
or  the  Commission. 
2.  The draft minutes shall  be drawn up by the General 
Secretariat ·within  l5.davs and  submitted to  rhe  Council 
for  approval.  . 
3.  Prior  to such approval any member of  the Council, 
or  the  Commission.  may  request  that  more  details  be 
inserted in the minutes regarding any item on the  age::~da. 
4.  The texts  referred  to in  Article 11  shall  be  annexed 
to  the  minutes. 
Article  JC 
I.  Except  as  otherwise  decided  unanimously  by  the 
Council  on  grounds  of  urgency,  the  Council  shaU 
deliberate  and  take  decisions  onlv  on  the  basis  of 
documents and drafts drawn up in  rh~ languages specified 
in  the  rules  in  force  governing  languages. 
2.  Any member of the Council may oppose discussion 
if  the  texrs  of  any  proposed  amendmentS are  not drawn 
up in  such of the languages referred  to  in  paragraph  l  as 
he  may  specify. 
Artit:ie  ! i 
The  text  of  the acts  adopted  by the  Councii  and  that of 
the acts  adopred joincly by the  European  Parliament and 
the Council shall be signed  by  the President-in-Oifice at 
the  time of  their adoption and  by the Secretary-General. 
The  Secretary-General  may  delegate  his  sjgnarure  to 
Directors-General  of  the  General  Secretariat. 
Article  12 
Regulations  adopted jointly by  the  European  Parliament 
and  the  Council  as  well  as  Council  regulations  shall 
include in their tide the word "Regulation". as  io!Iawed by 
;1  serial  number, by  the  dace  of their adoption  and by an 
indication  of  their subjecr  matter. 
.irt,-dr:  !3 
Regulations  adopted  ioimly  by  the  European  Parliamem 
and  the  Cauncil  JS  we!I  JS  Counc1l  ~egujarions  shall 
contain  the  t"ollowing : 
(a)  Jhe  European  Parliament  and  the  Council  of  the 
European  Union""  or !he Council. ot  the  Eurooean 
Union"'  as  appropriate;  · 
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(b)  a  reference to the provisions under which the  Regula-
tion is  adopted, preceded by the words "Having regard 
to'"; 
(c)  a  citation  containing  a  reference  to  proposals 
submitted and opinions obtained and to  consultations 
held; 
(d)  a  statement of the reasons on which the Regulation  is 
based,  introduced  by  the  word  .. Where::.s  .. : 
(e)  the  phrase  "have  adopted  this  Regulation"  or  the 
phrase "has  adopted this  Regulation",  as  appropriate, 
followed  by  the  body  of  the  Regulation. 
Artide  14 
I.  Regulations shall be divided  into Articles.  if  appro· 
priate  grouped  into  chapters  and  sections. 
2.  The last Article of a Regulation shall fix  the date of 
entrv into force, where that date is  before or after che  20th 
day 'following  publication. 
3.  The  last  Article  of  a  Regulation  shall  be  followed 
by: 
- "'This  Regulation shaH  be  binding  in  its  e:uirety and 
directly  applicable  in  all  Member States.", 
- "Done  at  .. .",  followed  by  the  date  on  which  the 
Regulation  was  adopted.  and 
- in  the  case  of : 
(a)  a  Regulation  adopted  jointly  by  the  European 
Parliament and  the  Council.  the  formula : 
.. For the European Parliament  "For the Council 
The  President"  The  President•, 
followed  by  the  name  of  the  President  of  the 
European  Parliament  an~  oi  the  President-in-
Office  of  the  Council  when  the  Regulation  is 
adopted; 
(b)  a  Council  Regulation,  the  following  formula: 
"For the  CounciJ 
The  Pre.ident", 
followed bv the name of the President-in-Office of 
the  Coun~il at  the  time  when  the  Regulation  is 
adopted. 
Arridt!  -.·5. 
The ac!S  referred  co  in  ~Jtic!e  t9!  (l) oi the  EC  Tre:1ry 
and the acts  of the Councii  referred  to  in Article  191  (2) 
thereoi and in  the  first  paragraph  of  Article  \ 63  oi the 
EAEC  Treaty  shall  be  published  in  the  Official  Journal 
by the Secretary-GeneraL Common positions  adopted by 
the Council in accordance with  the procedures referred w 
in  Articles  L89b  and  189c  of  the  EC  Treary,  and  the 
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reasons  underlying  those  common  positions,  shall  be 
published  under  the  same  conditions. 
Article  16 
Directives and decisions adopted jointly by  the  Europe1n 
Parliament and the Council, and directives and decisions 
of  the  Council.  shaH  tnclude  in  their  titles  the  word 
"Directive"  or  .. Decision  ... 
Recommendations  made  and  opinions  delivered  by t:'le 
Council shall include in their titles the word 'recomme!l-
dation'  or  'opinion'. 
The provisions  relating to  Regulations set out in i\rtic!es 
13  and  14  shall  apply  mutatis mutandis,  subject  to  the 
relevant  provisions  of  the Treaty.  to  directives  and  dec:-
sions. 
Article  17 
l.  Common  positions  within  the  meaning  of  Article 
].2 and joint action  within the  meaning of Anicle ].J  J! 
the Treaty on European Union shaH  bear one of the foiio-
wing  headings,  as  appropriate : 
- ·common  position  defined  by  the  Council  on  :he 
basis of Article J2 of the Treaty on European Union  .. : 
- "Joint action adopted by the Council on the basis  oi 
Article  )3 of  the  Treaty  on  European  Union". 
2.  ] oint positions. joint action  and conventions within 
the meaning of Article K.3 (2)  of the Treaty on European 
Union shall bear one of the following headings, as  appro. 
priate: 
- .. Joint position defined by  the Council on the basis Ji 
Anicle  K.3  of  the Treaty  on  European  Union"', 
- ''Joint action  adopted by the Council  on  the basis  Ji 
.Article  K.3  of  the  Treaty  on  European  Union', 
- .. Convention drawn  up on  the  basis  of Article  KJ of 
the  Treaty  on  European  Union". 
Article  18 
l.  The Secretary-General shall notify Council directives 
other than  those  referred  to  in  Article  191  (2)  of  the EC 
Treaty  and  Council  decisions  and  recommendations  :a 
their  addressees.  He  shall  also  notify  the  joint  ac~icn 
adopted  or  the  common  positions  or  joint  posttians 
defined  on  rhe  basis  of  .:Uti des  ).2.  J  .3  or  K.J  ci  =~~ 
Treat'/ on Eurooean  Union.  He mav  ~!ltrust m  Direc:o~· 
Ge~e~al of  the General Secre!ariat che  task  oi Jttending ::: 
:;uch  notification  on  his  be!lalf.  ~ 
,  The Secrerarv-Generai  or a  Direc:or·Grmeral  acting 
on  his  behalf  sh~H  send  authemic  copies  o[  CouncJ 
Direc:::ives  other than  those  referred w  in  Article  191  f2) 
of  the  EC  T rea tv and  Council decisions and  recommen-
dations  to  the dovernmems of the Member States and w 
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3.  The decision to publish  in  the  Official  Journal  the 
common  positions  and  joint  positions  defined  and  the 
joint action adopted  on  the  basis  of  Articles J.2, JJ and 
K..J  of the Treary  on  European  Union and the  measures 
implementing jOint  action  and any  measures  implemen-
ting the convemions  referred  to  in  paragraph  4 shall  in 
each  case  be  taken  by  the  Council  acting  unanimously 
when  the  said  instruments  are  adopted. 
4.  Conventions drawn up by  the Council in  accordance 
with  Article  K.3  (2)  of  the  Treaty  on  European  Union, 
shall  be  published  in  the  Official  Journal. 
Reference  shall  be  made  in  the  Official  Journal  to  the 
entry  into  force  of  such  conventions. 
5.  The Council  shall  decide unanimously whether the 
following should  be published  in  the Official Journalby 
the  Secrecary-General : 
- directives  other than  those referred  to  ln  Article  191 
(I) and  (2)  of  the  EC  Treaty,  Council  decisions  and 
recommendations, 
- conventions  signed  berween  the  Member  States. 
6.  Where·.  an  agreement  concluded  between  the 
Communities  and  erie  or  more  States  or  international 
organizations sets  up a body vested  with  powers  of deci-
sion, the Council shall decide, when such an  agreement is 
concluded, whether  decisions  to  be  taken  by  that  body 
should  be  published  in  the  Official  Journal. 
Article  19(') 
1.  The  Pennanent  Representatives  Committee 
(Coreper) shall prepare the work of the Council and shall 
carry out the tasks assigned to  it by the Council. All items 
on the agenda for  a Council  meeting shall  be  examined 
in  advance  by  Coreper uOless  Coreper  decides other-
wise.  Coreper shall  endeavour  to  reach  agreement at  irs 
level  to be  submitted to  the Council for  adoption~ It shall 
ensure  adequate  presentation  of  the  dossiers  to  the 
Council.  In  the  event  of  an  emergency.  the  Council, 
acting  unanimously,  may  decide  to  settle  the  mauer 
wlthout  prior  examination. 
2.  Committees or working parties may be  set  up by,  or 
with  rhe approval  of,  Coreper with  a view  ro  carrying out 
certain  preparawry  wcrk  or studies  defined  in  :~dvance. 
{')  These  provisions  are  withOut  prejudice  tO  the  role  Of  the 
Monetary Comm.inee as  resulting from  Articl.e  109c of  the EC 
Treary  and  exisung Council  decisions  relatmg  to  lL 
3.  Coreper  shall  be  presided  over,  depending  on  the 
items on the agenda,. by the Permanent Representative or 
the  Deputy  Permanent  Representative  of  the  Member 
State  which  holds  the  Presidency of the  Council.  Unless 
the  Council  decides  otherwise.  the  various  committees 
provided for in  the Treaties shall also  be  presided oVer by 
a delegate  of that Member State. The same  shall apply to 
the  committees· and  working  parties  referred  to  in  para-
graph  2.  unless  Coreper decides otherwise. For the  prepa-
ration  of meetings of Council compositions meeting once 
every  six  months  and  held  during  the  first  hall  of  this 
period,  the  meetings  o( committees  other than  Core per. 
and  those  of working  parries  held  during  the  preceding 
.six  months  may  be  chaired  by a delegate of  the  Member 
State whose tum it is  to chair the said Council meetings. 
Article  20 (') 
Notwithstanding  the  other  provisions  of  these  Rules  or" 
Procedure,  the  Presidency shall  organize  the  meetings  of 
the  various  committees and working  parties so  that  their 
reports are availabe  before the Coreper meetings at which 
they  are  to  be examined. 
Article  21 
1.  The Council shall  be  assisted  by  a General Secreta-
riat under the direction of a Secretary-General. The Sec:re-
tary·General  shall  be  appointed  by  the  Council  acting 
unanimously. 
2.  The Council shall determine the oreanization of the 
General  Secretariat.  ... 
Under its authority the Secretary-General shall  take all the 
measures necessary  to  ensure  the  smooth  running of  the 
-General  Secretariat. 
3.  The  Secretary-General  shall  submit  to  the  Council 
the draft  estimate  of  the  expenditure  of  the  Counci!  in 
sufficient time to  ensure that the time limits laid down by 
the  financial  provisions  are  met. 
4.  In  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  the  Financial 
Regulation referred  to  in  Artide 78h  of  the  ECSC  Treaty, 
in  Article  209  of the EC  Trearv and  m Article  I  83  of the 
EAEC  Treatv,  the  Secretarv-G~neral shall  adminiscer  the 
funds  placed  at  the  dispo~al  of  the  Council. 
The  detailed  arrangements  for  public  access  to  Council 
documents  disclosure  of  which  is  without  serious  or 
prejudicial consequences shaH  be  adopted by  the CounciL 
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Article  23 
The rules on security shall be adopted by the Council. 
Article  24 
In  the  event  of  the  Secretarv-General  of  the  Council 
being designated as depositary  ~f an agreement concluded 
between the Communi[)' and one or  more States  or  inter~ 
national  organization~  of  a  convention  concluded 
between  Member  States  or  of  a  convention  drown  up 
pursuant to Anicle K.3 of the Treaty on European Union, 
the  acts  of  ratification,  acceptance  or  approval  of  those 
agreements  or  conventions  shall  be  deposited  at  the 
address  of  the  Council. 
In such instances the Secretary-General shall  perform  all 
the duties of a depositary of a treaty and ·shall also ensure 
that  the dates  of entry  into  force  of  such  agreements  or 
conventions  are  published  in  the  Official  Journal. 
Article  25 
I.  Subject  to  special  procedures,  the  Council  may  be 
represented  by  the  Presidency  or  by  any  Other  of  its 
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members before  the  European  Parliament or  its  commit 4 
tees. The Council  may  also  be  represented  before  those 
committees by  its  Secretary-General or by  senior officials 
of the General Secretariat acting on instructions from  the 
Presidency. 
2.  The Council may also  present its  views  to  the  Euro-
pean  Parliament  by  means  of a  written  statement. 
Article  26 
Correspondence to  the  Council shall be sent to  the  Presi-
dent  at  the  address  of  the  Council.' 
Done  at  Brussels,  6  December  1993. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
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ANNEX 
Th-:=  Council  acts  as  Legislator within the  meaning of the  first  indent of  Article  7 (5)  when  it  adopts rules. 
which are  legally binding in  or  for  the  Member States whether by means of  regulations, directives or deci· 
sions. on the  basis  of  the relevant  provisions  of  the Treaties, in  particular on  the basis of Article  43. of the 
Treaty establishing the  European  Community or  in  lhe framework  of the  procedures  in  Anide 189b and 
Anide 189c of that Treary, with the exception of  discussions  leading to  the adoption  of  Imemal measures, 
administrative or budgetary acts-,  acts  concerning inler·instituuonal or international relations or non-binding 
acts  such  as  conclusions.  recommendations or  resolutions.  Votes  shall  nQ[  be  made  pubhc  in  ~he case  of 
discussions  le:Jding  to  indicative  votes  or  the  adoption  of  preparatory  acts. 
No  L 304/7 
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Statements for  the  Council  minutes 
(a)  Re  Article  2  (I) and (2) 
The President will  ende::tvour  ro  ensure  that..  1n  principle, the  prov~sional agenda for  each 
Council  meeting devmed w implementation of  the  provisions  of  T.itle  VI  of  the Tre:lty  on 
European  Union~ and the  documentation  relating  to  the items on that agenda. are  received 
by  the  members  of  the  Council  at  least  21  days  before  the  beginning  of  the  meeting'. 
(b)  Re  Article  2 
The Council ls  aware  that common foreign  and security policy  matters must be dealt with 
quickly and effectively;. taking inm account existing practice, which the  Council undertakes 
to continue to foil ow, the rules under Artide 2 do not prevent that requirement being met·. 
(c)  Re  Article 6  (1) 
'Policy  debates  on  the  six-monthly  work  programme  submined  by  the  Presidencv and,  if 
appropriate.  on  the  Commission's  work  programme  wLU  be  held  in  the  General  A±fairs 
Council  and the Economic and  Financial  Affairs  CounciL It is  for  the Presidencv to  set the 
timetable·.  , 
(d)  Re Article  6  (2) 
'It is  for Coreper to pre'pare anY debates which might be the subject of public  retrans~ission'. 
(e)  Re  Article  8 
The Council agrees  to consider the desirability of  introducing into the Rules of  Procedure 
provision for  the use of a simplified written procedure where  the Council acts under Title Vl 
of  the  Treaty  on  European  Union'. 
(f)  Re  Articles  13  and  16 
'The Council notes the undenaking given  by the  Commiss~on in the Presidency conclusions 
of  the  Edinburgh  European Council to  justify in  a  recital  in  each  o~ its  proposals  the  rele-
vance  of  the  proposal  With  regard  to  the  principle  of  subsidiarity'. 
(g)  Re  Article  15 
'The reasons  underlying common  positions  will  be  submitted  w  Coreper and  the  Council 
before  being  published'. 
(h)  Re  Article  20 
'Working  party  reports  and ocher  documents  serving as  a  basis  for  Coreper's  pro-ceedings 
should  be  sent  to  the  Member  States  in  time  for  them  to  be  examined'. 
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15.  3.  9~ 
CORRIGENDA 
Corrigendum  to  Council  Directive  93/89/EEC  of 25  October  1993  on  the  application by 
Member States of taxes on certain vehicJes used for the carriage of goods by 
road  :1nd  rolls  and charges  for  the  use  of certain  infrastructures 
(Official  Journal  of the  European  Communities  No  L 279  of  12  November  1993) 
Does  not  apply  to  English  text. 
Corrigendum to  Council  Dec]s.jori. 93/66.::/EC  of 6  Decembc:r  1993  adop[1ng  che  Council's 
RuJcs  of Pt'ocedure 
(O_ff£cial  journal  r;f  :he  Europl:'cln  CJmmunitt-es  .Vo  L  JC4  '?'  .':;  December  :993) 
P:1ge  3 •.  -\rtJcle  9  (4) : 
for:  '.t.  The  ~e:xu  refe:red  :o  :n ·.-\.mc!e  10  shall  be  lnne:-:ed  i:O  ~he  mmutes.'. 
read:  '4-.  Tne  texts  referred  co  ;n  •  ..l.ruc~e  II  :ihall  be  annexed  :a  rhe  minures·  . 
.  -\mcle  I 2.  ::hjrd  line 
for:  .. mdude- in  their  tide  ~tte  worci  ·Rc-guia[lon~. as  ioJ.lowerl  Jv  .. 
read.- ..  include  m  ::heir  :Jtie  :he  word  "Reguiauon  ·:  followed  by  . 
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II 
(.1ets  whose  publication  is  not  obligatory) 
COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 6  February 1995 
amending  the  Council  Decision  of 6  December  1993  adopting  the  Council's 
Rules  of Procedure, following  the  accession  of Austria,  Finland and  Sweden 
(9 5/24/EC,  Euratom,  ECSC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF THE  EUROPEAN  UNION. 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Community,  and  in  particular 
Article  I 51  (3)  thereof, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel Community, and in 
particular  Article  30  (3)  thereof, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Atomic Energy Community, and in 
particular  Article  121  (3)  thereof, 
H:\5  DECIDED :\S  FOLLOWS : 
Sole  Article 
In  Article  7  (4)  of the Council's Rules  of  Procedure, the word 'si£ shall  be  replaced by 
•eight'.  · 
Done at  Brussels,  6  February  1995. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
A.  JUPPE 
10.  2.  95 Draft code of conduct for 
the implementation of Articles 5(1) and 7(5) 
of the Rules of Procedure 
I.  Scope of Article 7(5) of the Rules of Procedure 
ANNEXll 
1.  The cases in which the Council acts  as  legislator within the  meaning of Article 7(5) are 
defined in the  Annex to the Rules of Procedure.  In doubtful cases, the Council will  take 
a decision on the  basis of an opinion from  the Legal Service. 
2.  Where the Presidency confines itself to  noting that the majority necessary for the adoption 
of a legal act exists without opposition,  it shall ask the  Council whether it is  desirable to 
make the votes public. 
3.  The procedure for making the votes public shall apply to the written procedure only when 
the Council is  acting as  legislator within the  meaning of Article 7(5}. 
II.  Decision to make votes public 
1.  When the Council is not acting as legislator, a decision to make the record of a vote. public 
is taken at the  request of a member of the Council. 
2.  At the  start  of a Council meeting  a member may  make a request covering all  the  votes 
taken during that meeting. 
3.  Even  in  such  cases,  the  decision  whether  to  make  votes  public  will  be  taken  on a 
case-by-case basis after each vote has  actually been taken. 
- 61  -4.  Without prejudice to  the  right of a Council member to  request that a vote be  made public 
during a Council meeting, requests for votes to be made public are examined by Coreper. 
This rule must be followed in any event in the case of "A"  items, for which the usual note 
forwarded by Coreper to the Council will  identify the  position of each delegation, both in 
the case where the  Council is  acting as  legislator within the meaning  of Article 7(5) and 
in  other cases,  where Coreper has  deemed that these  votes should be made public. 
III.  Making explanations of vote public 
1.  A request to make an  explanation of vote  public  is  made under the  same conditions as  a 
request to make a vote public and  will be dealt with in the same way  in  Coreper. 
2.  Such a request must be  accompanied by  the  text of the explanation of vote, which will be 
brought to the attention of the Council members. 
3.  When examining the request, each Council member can decide whether to ask for his own 
explanation of vote also to  be made public. 
4.  In the  event of a request to  make explanations of vote  public,  the  Council will  consider 
whether they are compatible with the Rules of Procedure, with legal certainty and with the 
interests  of the  Council.  When  they  are  not  compatible,  the  Presidency  shall  draw  the 
attention of the  Member State concerned to  this  incompatibility and,  where  appropriate, 
request the Council not to make the votes public. 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of lO  December  1993 
on  public J.ccess  to Council documents 
;931731/ECI 
THE COU?"-<CIL. 
Havmg  regard  co  rhe  T re:Jty  esrabhshing  the  Europe::1n 
Community. and in  particular Article  151  (31  rhereuf. 
Having regard ro  irs  Rules of Procedure. J.nd in particular 
Article 22  thereof, 
\Xlhereas  on  6  December  1993  rhe  Council  and  the 
Commission  approved  a  code  or- conduct  ~.":oncerning 
public  access  to  Council  and  Commission  documents. 
reaching  common  agreement  on  rhe  principles  which 
must govern such J.'cess; 
Whereas  provisions  should  be  adopted  tor  the 
implementation of those pnnciples by  the  Council; 
Whereas rhese provisions Jre applicJ.ble ro  Jny Jocumem 
hdd  by  the  Council.  whatever  irs  medium.  excluding 
documents  written  by  a  person.  body  or  insr!rurion 
outside the  Council~ 
Whereas the  principle of  nllowmg  rhe  pubhc wide a..::cess 
to Council documents. as  part of greater transparency in 
rhe  Council's  work.  musr  ho\vever  be  subject  ro 
exceptions,  parncubrly  :lS  reg:lfds  protection  oi  rhe 
public inreresr. rhe  individual J.nd  pnvacy; 
Where;Js. in the interests of rationalization and efficiencv. 
rhe  Secretary-Genera!  of  rhe  Council  should  sign  on 
behalf of the  Council and on its .1uthorizarion replies  w 
:1pplicarions  for  access  to  documents.  except  in  cases 
\1/here  the  Council  is  cailed  upon  w  reply  to  a 
.:onfirmacory application; 
Whereas  this  Decision  must  apply  with  due  regard  for 
provisions  governing  the  prorecnon  of  classified 
information, 
H.-IS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS, 
Article  1 
i.  The  public shJ.Il  have  ..  H.:ceo.;s  ~o  C)Un.:ii  documcms 
under the ...:onditions  bid down  in  dus  De~.:Js1on. 
'CounCll  document'  means  J.nv  wntten  rexr. 
whatever  irs  medium.  ~onrainlng  cxisri~g d:u.a  J.nd  held 
by the Council. subject ro  .\rticle 2 :2). 
Article 2 
1.  .\n  J.pplicarion  for  access  ro  J.  Counol  document 
shall  be  senr  in  writing  ro  the  Council (
1
).  h  musr  be 
made  in  .1  sufficienrly  precise  manner and  must conrain 
informJ.tion  enabling  the  do~.:umenr  or  documenrs 
requested to be  identified. W'here necessary. the applicant 
shall  be  asked  ior iurther derails. 
1  \'(lhere  rhe  requested  documem  was  written  bv  J. 
natural  or  leg::~!  person.  a  .:Vlember  Srate.  ano~her 
Communirv institution or bodv, or :1nv  other national or 
internation-al  body,  the  Jpplic~rion m.ust  nor  be  senr  ro 
the Council. bur direct ro  the J.uthor. 
Article 3 
1.  The  applicam  shall  have  access  ro  a  Council 
document euhcr by l:Onsulting it  on Lhe  spot or by  ha vmg 
J.  copy  sem  :.H  his own expense.  The  iee  shall  be ser  b~· 
rhe  Se~rerary-General. 
1.  The releYant departments of the General Secretariat 
shall endeavour co  find  a fair solution to  deal  with repeat 
applicanons  and/or  those  ;,.vhich  relate  w  verv  large 
documents.  ,  -
3.  .\nyone  given  access  ro  a  Council  document  may 
nor reproduce or circulate  the document tor  ~.:ommercial ,. 
purposes through direct sale  without priot authorization 
from  the Secretary-General. 
Article  ~ 
1.  Access to a  Council document shall nor be  granted 
where  irs  disclosure could  undermine: 
- rhc  prorecrion  or·  che  public  inreresr  1.public  se~.:urit\·~ 
international  relations.  moneran:  stabilirv.  cou~t: 
proceedings.  inspe:.:rions  JnJ inves;1g::uionsl •. 
- ~h~ prorccrion  ~,r :he indi\·iJu<ll  and oi priv:.1cy. 
- rhc  protection ot ..:ommcr..:lJl  ~md indusm  .. ll  ~e(re~.:y. 
- the  protection  of  rhe  Cl)mrnunity's  tin:Jnl:ial 
interests. 
\
1
)  Tht: St'crerary·G<!ner:J.I  oi rhe  Cuun,.;il ni rhe  Europt::J.n  Union. 
l :-0  rue  Je  1::.  Loi.  l 048  Brussels..  Bdgium. 
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- the  protection  of ..:onfidenrialiry  as  requested  by  rhe 
natural  or  legal  person  who  supplied  any  of  the 
iniorma.rion contained in rhe  document or as required 
by the l"Jlislation of the :Vlember State which supplied 
any of that information. 
,  Access  m  a  Council  document  rna v  be  refused  in 
order  to  protect  rhe  coniidcmialiry  of  rhe  Council's 
proceedings. 
Article j 
The  Secretary-General  shall  reply  on  behalf  of  the 
Council to a.ppllcarions tOr  J.ccess  w  Council  documents~ 
except in  the  cases  referred  to in  .-\mcle  i  (3},  in  which 
the reply shall .:orne  from the Council. 
Article 6 
~-\ny applicanon  for  access  to  a  Council  documem shall 
be  examined  by rhe  relevant departments of the  G!nerai 
Secretariat, which shall suggest what action is  to be  taken 
on ir. 
Article 7 
1.  The appliC.:mr  ->haU  be  informed in  writing within a 
month  by  the  relevant  deparrmenrs  of  the  General 
Secretariat either that his application has been  approved 
or that the imennon is  to reject  it.  In  the latter case,  the 
applicant shall  also  be  informed  of the  reasons  for  this 
intention  and  that  he  has  one  month  to  make  :1 
confirmatory  application  ior  that  position  to  be 
reconsidered,  failing  which  he  will  be  deemed  w  have 
withdrawn his  original application. 
2.  Failure ro  reply to an application within a monrh of 
submission shall  be  equivalent ro  a refusal, except where 
the  applicant  makes  a  confirmatory  application.  as 
referred to  above~ within  the  following  month. 
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3.  Any  decision  to  reject  a  confirmatory  application, 
which  shall  be  taken  within  a  month of submission  of 
su.:h  application,  shall  state  the  grounds on which  it  is 
based. The applicant shall  be  notified of the  decision  in 
writing  as  soon  as  possible  and  at  the  same  time 
informed  of the  .:omem of Articles  138e and  173  oi the 
Tre:uy  t!Stablishing  rhe  European  Communiry.  relating 
respectively  to  the  conditions  for  referral  ro  the 
Ombudsman by  natural  persons and review by  the Court 
oi J usrice of the legaliry oi Council acts. 
-1-.  Failure  to  repiy  within  a  month of submission  of 
the  confirmatory  application  shall  be  equivalent  to  a 
refusal. 
Article 8 
This  Decision shall apply  with due regard for  provisions 
govermng  the protection at classified  informadon. 
Article 9 
This  Decision  shall  be  reviewed  aiter  rwo  vears  of 
operation.  In  1996  the  Secretary-General  shall  ;ubmit a 
report  on  the  implementation oi  chis  Decision  in  1994 
and  l995, in  preparation for  that review. 
Article 10 
This Decision  shall  take effect on  I January  l994. 
Done ar Brussels.  20 December  1993. 
For the Council 
The President 
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COUNCIL 
CODE  OF CONDUCT CONCERNING  PUBLIC  ACCESS  TO COUNCIL k'ID 
COMMISSION DOCUMEl'iTS 
1931730/ECl 
THE COUNCIL AND THE COMMISSION, 
ANNEX IV 
No L 340/41 
HAVING REGARD co  the declaration on the right of access to information annexed to the final  act of the 
T reary on European  Union, which emphasizes rhat rransparency of the decision-making process strengthens 
the democratic  nature of tbe  insrirurions and rhe  public's confidence  in  rhe  administration, 
HAVING  REGARD  to  rhe  conclusions  wherdn  rhe  European  Councils  in  Birmingham  and  Edinburgh 
::~greed on a  number of principles  to promote a  Communiry doser to irs  citizens, 
HAVING REGARD to the conclusions of the European Council in Copenhagen, reaffirming the principle of 
gi\•ing citizens the gre:uest possible :1ccess to information and ..:alling on rhe  Council and the Commission to 
adopt at an  early dare  the necessary measures  for  putting ·rhis  principle  into practice, 
CONSIDERING it  desirable  to establish  by .common  agreement  rhe  principles  which  will  govern access  to 
Commission  and  Counctl  documenrs,  it  being  understood chat  it  is  for  each  of them  to implement  these 
principles by  means of specific  regulations,  · 
WHEREAS  the  said  principles  are wtthout  prejudice  to  the  reJevam  provisions  on  acce~s to  flies  direcdy 
concerning persons with a specific  imerest  in  them; 
WHEREAS these principles will  have  to be  implemented  in ·full compliance with the  provisions concerning 
classified  information; 
WHEREAS this code of conduct is  an  additional elemenr in  their information and communication policy, 
HAVE AGREED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
General principle  have  to  contain  information  that  wiH  enable  the 
document or documents concerned to  be  identified. 
The  public  will  have  the  widest  possible  access  to 
documents held  by  the  Commission and the  Council. 
·Document'  means  :mv  written  text.  whatever  its 
medium. which ..;ontains. ex:tsring  data an.d  is  hdd by  the 
Councd or the Commission. 
Processing of initial applications 
An application for  access  to a  document wil!  have  co  be 
made  in writing,  in  a  sufficiently precise  manner.;  it  will 
Where  necessarv.  rhe  institution  concerned  will  ask  the 
applicant for  fu~her details. 
Where  the  document  heJd  bv  an  institution  was written 
by  a  natural  or  legal  perso~. a  Member  State,  another 
Community institution or body or any other national or 
internarionaJ  body!  the application must be sent direct to 
rhe  author. 
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In  consu!r.ation  with  the  applicants,  the  instirurion 
concerned will  find  a fair solution to comply with repeat 
applications  and/or  those  wh.ich  re!are  to  very  large 
documents. 
The  applicant  will  have  access  ro  documents  either  by 
consulting them  on rhe  spot or by  having  a copy sent ar 
his  own expense;  rhe  fee  wiU  nor  exceed  a  reasonable 
sum. 
The institution concerned will  be  able  ro  stipulate that a 
person  to  whom  a  document  is  released  will  not  be 
aUowed  to reproduce or circulate the  said  document  for 
commercial purposes through direct sale without its  prior 
authorization. 
Within  one  month  the  relevant  deparrmenrs  of  the 
institution concerned will  inform rhe ·applicant either that 
his application has  been approved or that  they intend  to 
advise the  insrirurion  to reject it. 
Processing of confirmatory applications 
Where  the  relevant  departments  of  the  insrirurion 
concerned  intend  ro  advise  the  insrirurion  to  reject  an 
application,  they  will  inform  the  applicant  thereof  and 
rei!  him that he  has  one month  to make  a confirmatory 
application  to  the  institution  for  that  position  ro  be 
reconsidered,  failing  wh.ich  he  will  be  deemed  ro  have 
withdrawn h.is  original application. 
If a  confirmatory  application  is  submitted,  and  if  the 
instirurion  concerned  decides  co  refuse  co  release  the 
document,  that  dedsion,  which  must  be  made  within  a 
month  of  submission  of  the  confirmatory  application. 
will  be  notified  in  writing  to  the  applicant  as  soon as 
possible. The grounds for  the decision must be given, and 
the  decision  must  indicate the  means of redress  that  are 
avaihlble,  i.e.  judicial  prOceedings and· complainrs  co  the 
ombudsman  under  the  conditions  specified  in, 
respectively,  Articles  173  and  138e  of  the  T  reary 
establishing the  European Community. 
Exceptions 
The insrirutions will  refuse access  to any document whose 
disclosure could  undennine: 
- the  protection  of the  public  imeresr  (public  security, 
international  relations,  monetary  stability,  coun 
proceedings,  inspections and  investigations), 
- the  protection of the individual and of privacy, 
- the  protectiOn  of commercial  and  industrial  secrecy, 
- the  prorecrion  of  the  Community's  financial 
interests, 
- the  protection  of confidentialiry  as  requested  by  the 
natural or legal  persons that supplied the information 
or as  required  by  the  legislation of the  Member Srate 
thar supplied the information. 
They  may  also  refuse  access  in  order  to  protect  rhe 
insrirution's  inrerest  in  the  confidentiality  of  its 
proceedings. 
Implemenrario~ 
The Commission and the  Council will  severally rake steps 
ro  implement these  principles  before  I January 1994. 
Review 
The  Council  and the Commission agree  rhar  the  code of 
conduct  will,  after  rwo  years  of operation,  be  reviewed 
on  the  basis  of  reports  drawn  up  by  the 
Secretaries-General of the  Council and the  Commission. 
Council  sratement 
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This  code  of conducr and  rhe  decisions  wh.ich  the Council  and  the  Commission  will  severallv 
adopt  on.  che  basis  thereof  Jre  intended  to  allow public  Jccess  ro  Council  and  Commissio~ 
documents. 
They  airer  neither  rhe  e:asring  prilcrices  nor  the  obligations  oi ~[ember Srares'  Governments 
roward  their  parliamenrs. ANNEX V 
Further to its decision of 29 May  1995, the Council has adopted the present code of conduct as an 
addition  to  the  other  measures  which  it  has  already  taken  to  increase  the  transparency  of its 
legislative proceedings. 
CODE OF CONDUCT 
on public access to the minutes 
and statements in the minutes of 
THE COUNCIL ACTING AS LEGISLATOR 
This  code  of conduct  concerns  items  in  the  Council  minutes  relating  to  the  final  adoption  of 
legislative acts within the  meaning  assigned  to  that term  in  the Annex to  the Council's Rules  of 
Procedure and  the statements thereon. 
A.  Statements 
1.  The Council agrees to use  statements  in  the  minutes sparingly,  it being understood that this 
instrument must continue to contribute to  the  efficiency of the decision-making process. 
2.  To  that  end,  the  Council  bodies  will  endeavour,  wherever  appropriate,  to  incorporate  the 
content of projected statements in the  legislative act itself (recital or enacting terms), or in the 
statement of reasons  in the case of a common position within the  meaning of Articles  189b 
and  189c of the EC  Treaty. 
Some statements by members of the Council could become explanations of vote as  referred to 
in the second subparagraph of Article 5(1) of the Council's Rules  of Procedure. 
3.  If  the Council, the Commission and/or the members of the Council deem it advisable to make 
statements, those statements should observe the  requirement of compatibility with the text of 
the act. 
- 67-4.  The  Council  is  in  favour  of public  access,  in  general,  to  statements  which  it  enters  in  its 
minutes when adopting legislative acts.  When adopting such acts, the Council will therefore 
decide,  in  principle,  that these  statements are  not covered  by  the  obligation of professional 
secrecy, save in cases where, at the request of one of its members, the Council establishes that 
it does not have the simple majority required by the first paragraph of Article 5(1) of its Rules 
of Procedure to waive that obligation. 
In the case of a statement by one or more members of the  Council, the Council will seek the 
agreement of the  authors of the statement before deciding to  make  it available to the public. 
Where a member of the  Council requests that one of his  statements be made available to  the 
public  by  the  Council,  the  Council  will  endeavour  to  comply  with  that  request,  on  the 
understanding that each member of the Council may make  his own statements public, acting 
on his own responsibility. 
B.  Minutes 
1.  When  adopting  the  minutes  of its  meetings,  the  Council  will  systematically  examine  the 
question of whether to make public the references to documents before the Council C) and the 
decisions  taken or conclusions  reached  by  the  Council  which  are  contained  in  the  minutes 
relating to the final adoption of its legislative acts.  As  regards statements in  the minutes, the 
decision taken by  the Council when adopting the  legislation will determine whether they can 
be made available to  the public,  without prejudice  to application of the  Council Decision of 
20 December 1993  on public access  to Council documents. 
2.  The Council's aim  in  making  this examination will  be  to  reach decisions  which ensure the 
widest possible public availability of its  minutes, save  in exceptional cases  where one of the 
reasons  referred to  in  Article 4(1) of the  Council  Decision of 20 December  1993  on public 
access to Council documents does not so permit. 
e)  The decision to make minutes public does not mean that the documents referred to therein will 
be  available to the public. 
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seek the  agreement of the author(s) of the statement(s) before taking a decision. 
4.  The  Council  shall  take  decisions  on  whether  to  make  its  minutes  public  on  the  basis  of 
suggestions made by Coreper acting on a report from the Antici Group or the Mertens Group, 
as  appropriate. 
5.  This Code of Conduct does  not apply to  items  in  minutes of Council meetings held prior to 
the date of its  adoption. 
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(Jnfonnation) 
COUNCIL 
COUNCIL RESOLUTION 
of 8 June  1993 
on the quality of drafting  of Community legislation 
(93/C  166/01) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPE..-\i'-1  COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaties establishing the European 
Coal  and  Steel  Community,  the  European  Economic 
Community  and  the  European  Atomic  Energy 
Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  conclusions  of the  Presidency of 
the  European Council meeting in  Edinburgh on  11  and 
12  December  1992  to  the  effect  that  practical  Steps 
should be  taken  to  make  Community legislation  clearer 
and simpler, 
Whereas guidelines should be  adopted containing criteria 
against  which  the  quality  of  drafting  of  Community 
legislation would  have to be  checked; 
Whereas  although  such  guidelines  would  be  neither 
binding  nor  exhaustive  they  would  aim  to  make 
Community  legislacion  as  clear,  simple,  concise  and 
understandable as  possible; 
Whereas  these  guidelines  are  intended  to  serve  as  a 
reference  for  all  bodies  involved  in  the  process  of 
drawing up acts for the Council, not only in  the Council 
itSelf  but  also  in  the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  and  particularly  in  the  working  panies; 
whereas the Council  Legal  Service is  asked  to use  these 
guidelines  to  formulate  drafting  suggestions  for  the 
attention of the Council  and  its  subsidiaty bodies, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS RESOLUTION: 
The general objective of making  Community legislation 
more  accessible  should be  pursued,  not only by  making 
sYstematic use of consolidation but also bv  implementing 
the following guidelines as criteria lgainst' which Council 
textS  should be checked as  they  are  drafted: 
1.  the  wording  of  the  act  should  be  dear,  simple, 
concise  and  unambiguous;  unnecessary  abbreviw 
ations,  'Community  jargon'  and  excessively  long 
sentences should be avoided; 
2.  imprecise references to other texts should be  avoided 
as  should too many cross-references which make the 
text difficult to understand; 
3.  the  various  provisions  of  the  actS  should  be 
consistent with each other; the same term should be 
used throughout to express a given concept; 
4.  the  rights and obligations of those to whom  the act 
is  to apply should be clearly defined; 
5.  the act should be laid out according to  the standard 
structure (chapters, sections, anicles, paragraphs); 
6.  the preamble should justify the enacting provisions in 
simple terms; 
7:  provisions  without  legislative  character  should  be 
avoided (wishes, political statements); 
S.  inconsistency  with  existing  legislation  should  be 
avoided  as  should  pointless  repetition  of  existing 
provisions.  Any  amendment,  extension  or repeal  of 
an act should be clearly set out; 
9.  an  act  amending  an  earlier  act should  not  contain 
autonomous  substantive  provisions  but  oniy 
provisions to be  directly incorporated into the act to 
be amended; 
10.  the date of emrv into force of the  act  and anv tran-
sitional  provisio~s which  might the necessary 'should 
be clearly stated. 
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Adoption,  16 
Agenda, 
Entry into force,  17, 30 
Notification, 36-37, 25 
Publication, 33-36, 25 
Signing, 29,  31 
Coreper, 40 
Council, 6-8,  16 
Archives of  the General Secretariat,  26, 29 
Commission, 
INDEX 
Amendment of proposal, 20 
Participation in Council meetings, 9 
Written procedure,  24 
Committees,  39-43 
Article 113  Committee, 42 
K.4 Committee, 42 · 
Monetary Committee, 41 
Permanent Representatives Committee (Coreper),  39-41 
Political Committee, 42 
Special Committee on Agriculture (SCA), 42 
Common foreign and security policy (CFSP), 
see Title V 
Common position,  32 
Cooperation in the field of  justice and home affairs (JHA) 
see Title VI 
COREU 
see  written procedures 
Convening of  the Council, 
see Council 
Conventions,  31, 32, 34, 36 
Council, 
Convening, 5-6 
Delegations, 5 
Extraordinary meetings, 6 
Meetings,  5,  13 
Seat, 6 
Types of meetings, 39 
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Delegations, 
see under Council 
Departments of  the General Secretariat, 
Directorates-General,  12, 45 
Legal Service,  13; 32, 45 
Press Office,  12, 26 
Directives,  31, 33,  34, 36, 37 
European Parliament, 
consultation, 27 
President, 31 
representation of Council before EP, 48-49 
temporary Committees of Inquiry, 49 
Explanations of votes,  26 
General Secretariat,  43-46 
archives,  26 
minutes,  13 
Groups, 
monthly list of legislative acts,  12 
optional consultation of the  Parliament, 27 
press releases,  14 
publication of acts, 33, 25 
written procedure, 25-26 
Antici,  12, 41 
Mertens,  12, 41 
Joannina compromise,  22-23 
Items, 
"A"  items, 7, 8,  12 
"B"  items, 7, 8 
Items included on the  agenda, 40 
Items on which a vote may  be  taken, 7, 19 
"Other business"  items,  7 
Joint actions,  32, 34 
Luxembourg compromise,  22-23 
Majority, 
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augmented qualified majority (budget),  22 
qualified, 20-21 
simple, 20 Meetings, 
Minutes, 
informal ministerial, 6 
special, 6 
content, 13-14 
disclosure,  12 
production for use  in  legal proceedings,  12 
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Official languages, 
see rules governing languages 
Opinions,  31 
Participation in  Council meetings, 
Commission, 9 
Court of Auditors, 9 
Court of Justice,  9 
EMIIEIB,  9 
ESC/Committee of the Regions,  9 
European Parliament, 9 
Permanent Representatives Committee (Coreper),  24,  39-41 
Presidency of  the Council, 
agenda,  6-7 
convening of the Council, 5-6 
Council representation before the European Parliament, 48 
signing of acts,  29, 31 
signing of minutes,  13 
six-monthly work programme,  10 
taking a vote,  19 
televised debates,  10 
Press  releases,  14, 26 
Public access,  8-14 
to Council debates,  8-10 
to documents,  11-12 
to explanations of votes,  26 
to  minutes,  12 
to  statements in the minutes,  12-13 
to  the record of the votes,  10-11 
Publication of  acts,  33-36 
Public debates,  10 
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Recommendations,  31, 34, 35, 37 
Regulations, 
structure,  30 
title and form,  29-30 
ResertJations,  20 
Rules governing languages,  14-18 
which apply to  the constituent treaties and agreements between Member States,  14-15 
which apply to the institutions of the  European Union (acts of the institutions and 
working languages),  15-18 
Secretary-General,  44-45 
depositary of agreements, 47 
minutes,  13 
public access to documents,  11 
representation of Council before the European Parliament, 48 
signing of acts, 29, 31 
Statements in the minutes,  8 
public access,  12-13, 14 
unilateral, 26 
Title  V TEU (CFSP), 
disclosure of votes,  11 
pub! ication of acts,  3  3 
rules governing languages,  17 
simplified written procedure, 26 
title and form of instruments, 32-33 
voting procedure, 22 
Title  VI TEU (JHA), 
agenda, 7 
disclosure of votes,  11 
publication of acts, 33-34 
title and form of instruments, 32-33 
voting rules,  22 
Transparency,  8-14 
Unanimity,  20 
Votes, 
delegation of the right to  vote, 23 
disclosure,  10-11 
explanations of votes, 26 
indicative, 20 
on the publication of acts,  34-36 
procedures, 20-23 
rules,  19-23 
Voting rules,  19-23 
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